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ABSTRACT
The handful of scholars who have investigated slavery in 
Massachusetts have largely ignored the experiences of black women.1 They 
have especially buried the key role that black women played in abolishing 
slavery in Massachusetts. Enslaved women and men forced the abolition of 
slavery when they sued their masters for freedom. In fact, women brought 
forth many of the key^cases which led to the abolition of slavery. It is not 
surprising that historians have ignored the role of women, because they 
played peripheral roles in African American public culture after 
emancipation. Men dominated public life as ministers, organizers, and 
political figures in Post-Revolutionary Massachusetts. Men, it seemed safe 
to assume, must have been the predominant players inthe struggle to end 
slavery in Massachusetts.
In addition to revealing the key role played by black women in the 
abolition of slavery in Massachusetts, I attempt to understand why — given 
the key roles played by black women in resisting slavery — post­
emancipation black society in N ew  England largely shut out black women 
from public life. Even though both men and women engaged in individual 
acts of resistance to slavery, men dominated group forms of resistance such 
as petition drives and black election days. Despite women's key roles in 
these cases, popularly known as "Freedom Suits," that did the most to end 
slavery in Massachusetts, they did not hold visible roles in group protests. 
Why? One of the many purposes of these public group demonstrations was 
to impress upon Massachusetts whites that African Americans were entitled 
to freedom and citizenship. Therefore, black leaders often organized public 
activities to mirror the practices of whites. In this imitation of 
Massachusetts election proceedings, black women, like white women, were 
peripheral and could not vote or run for office. A precedent was set, then, 
even before slavery ended, of excluding black women from public life. 
Ironically, the end of slavery reduced the role of black women in 
Massachusetts' public sphere.
1 In the tvvo hundred years since the abolition of slavery in New England, only four major books looked 
at bondage in the region: Lorenzo Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England 1620-1776 (New 
York: Columbia Press, 1942; Edgar J. McManus, Black Bondage in the North. (Syracuse, NY: 
Syracuse University Press, 1973); George Moore, Notes on the History o f  Slavery in Massachusetts, 
(New York: Appleton & Co., 1866); William D. Piersen, Black Yankees: The Development o f  an 
Afro-American Subculture in Eighteenth Century New England. (Amherst, Mass.: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1988).
REACHING FOR FREEDOM 
Black Resistance and the Roots of a Gendered African-American Culture 
in Late Eighteenth Century Massachusetts
As Mrs. Ashley swung the "heated kitchen shovel" towards Lizzie, 
Mum Bett threw her arm in front of her younger sister's body shielding 
her from the painful blow. Moments later, Mum Bett tended her wound 
and decided to escape slavery. In 1781, Mum Bett, a slave in Sheffield, 
Massachusetts, left her master's house and consulted lawyer Theodore 
Sedgwick. She wanted freedom. Sedgwick pledged to help her and 
another slave in the town sue for their freedom, and they would win.
Why would Mum Bett choose to sue her master rather than poisoning her 
mistress or running away? Although historians of slavery have not 
focused upon legal action by slaves in North America, Mum Bett was not 
unique in suing for her freedom.1 Public displays of resistance became 
common in late eighteenth century Massachusetts because of the rising 
slave population. Although both men and women of African descent in 
Massachusetts participated in a variety of public activities to protest their 
enslavement, the only public activity to offer black women a leading role
1Works that discuss slave resistance include: Deborah G. White, Ar'n't I A  
Woman.Female Slaves in the Plantation South (New York: W.W. Norton, 1985); Jacqueline 
Jones, Labor of Love, Labor of Sorrow: Black Women, Work and the Family, from Slavery to 
the Present. (New York: Basic Books, 1986); Sylvia R. Frey, Water from the Rock: Black 
Resistance in a Revolutionary Age (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991); Gerald 
W. Mullin, Flight and Rebellion: Slave Resistance in Eighteenth Century Virginia (New  
York: Oxford University Press, 1972); Eugene D. Genovese, Roll Jordan Roll: The World the 
Slaves Made (New York: Random House, 1972); John W. Blassingame, The Slave 
Community: Plantation Life in the Antebellum South (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1972).
2
3was this legal assault on slavery.2 Furthermore, these suits for freedom  
played a crucial role in eventually ending slavery making them one of the 
most effective forms of protest available to African Americans during the 
Revolutionary Period.
Despite the leading role wom en played in the abolition of slavery, 
the post-emancipation African American community contained 
pronounced gender divisions. Black men, not women, took over the 
leadership roles in the emerging black community. As black churches 
began to develop in New  England, they turned to black men as ministers. 
Moreover, black men formed male-only social organizations like the 
African Lodge, which became centers of social and political power within 
the African community. Likewise, black men continued to lead 
community parades, such as Black Election Day. And only black men 
became involved in militant forms of public displays such as Training 
Day. While Massachusetts' laws allowed black men the possibility of 
voting, black women — like white wom en — could not vote. 
Furthermore, black women were not involved in group political action 
such as petition drives. Like the lives of white women, the lives of black 
wom en in post-emancipation Massachusetts centered in the home. 
Although black women played leading roles in the struggle for freedom,
2 Men and women participated in black election days, funerals, and freedom suits. 
With the exception of freedom suits, women did not play prominant roles in these events. 
Why the public roles played by black women varied is one of the subjects of this thesis.
4the end of abolition in Massachusetts resulted in a black community as 
divided along gender lines as white society. 3
How did this rigid division between the culture of men and women  
emerge if women were so instrumental in the abolition of slavery? This 
essay, in its most general formulation, argues that the history of black 
resistance itself paved the way for a gendered African American 
community after abolition. In supporting this thesis, the essay begins by 
questioning the role that Massachusetts' particular brand of slavery played 
in the development of the lives of black men and black women. Enslaved 
Africans in Massachusetts responded to slavery with individual acts of 
resistance as well as group forms of resistance. Understanding the 
gendered dimensions of both individual resistance and group forms of 
protest by the enslaved men and women of Massachusetts is the heart of 
this essay.
Slavery
The enslaved in Massachusetts toiled under a form of slavery quite 
different from that endured by the enslaved women and men of the 
South. Rather than living in slave quarters on vast agricultural 
plantations with overseers raising cotton, rice, or tobacco, enslaved 
Africans in Massachusetts and N ew  England usually lived on small farms
3Leon Litwack, North of Slavery: The Negro in the Free States, 1790-1860 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), 192-201.
5or in urban centers while performing a variety of tasks. What did these 
differences mean? One white traveler reported that the enslavement of 
Africans in Massachusetts was "very bearable/'4 The traveler undoubtedly 
based her assessment on the prescriptive family ideal held up by white 
leaders. This prescriptive ideology deemed that slavery, beyond a mere 
labor system, was a civilizing and christianizing mission in which the 
master's primary goal was to christianize the slave and encourage her to 
build a strong family life. As good Christians, masters were to include the 
slave into the family like he or she was a foster child. However, 
slaveowners and leaders of Massachusetts did not necessarily apply these 
ideals in the day-to-day management of their enslaved laborers.
Although the prescriptive ideology of New  Englanders did not lead 
to a "bearable" slavery, the ideology was a critical part of master-slave 
relations in the region. Religious and political leaders developed the 
prescriptive ideology nearly as soon as slaves landed on the shores of 
Massachusetts. John Winthrop reported the first African slaves entering 
Massachusetts in 1638.5 Three years later, before any other colony, 
Massachusetts established slavery as a legal institution and continued to 
sanction bondage throughout the colonial period. Massachusetts
4As quoted from Letter from Baroness Reidsel, 1777, in Robert Twombly, "Black 
Resistance to Slavery in Massachusetts" Insights and Parallels: Problems and Issues of 
American Social History edited by William O Neill (Minneapolis, Minn.: Brurgess 
Publishing Co., 1973), 11.
5John Winthrop, History of New England: 1630-1649, I, (New York: Charles 
Scribner and Sons, 1908), 260.
6legislators, in turn, passed a law that sanctioned slavery but put it within a 
moral imperative of Christianizing. On one hand, the laws forbade "bond 
slaverie, villenage or captivity, " but "strangers" who sell themselves or 
are sold by someone else, war captives and those who by "Authoritie" are 
forced to slavery could be enslaved.6 In 1660, the General Court amended 
the law deleting the word "strangers."7 This amendment allowed people 
who were not strangers, such as slave children to be bought and sold as 
slaves. Although Massachusetts code did not dictate that status was 
inherited through the mother, custom did.8 On the other hand, the 1641 
law granted the enslaved "all the liberties and Christian usages which the 
law of God established in Israel concerning such persons doeth morally 
require."9 At the same time as the Puritan legislators provisioned for the 
institution of slavery, they also set a goal for that institution to be a 
Christian institution.
Because the Hebraic model of slavery figured prominently, we  
know that the leaders of Massachusetts saw slavery not only as an 
economic institution but as a part of a civilized Christian life. In the Bible, 
for instance, slavery was not primarily an economic institution but a
6Laws and Liberties of Massachusetts (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1929), 4.
7Laws and Liberties o f Massachusetts, 4.
8The case, Littleton v. Tuttle, substantiated that the inheritance of status runs 
through the mother when a man claimed white and free rights on the basis that his mother 
was free although his father was not. Nathan Dane General Abridgement and Digest of 
American Law with Occasional Notes and Comments. Eight Volumes (Boston: Cummings, 
Hillard & Co, 1823) Vol. 2, 413. In addition, Slew v. Whipple discussed below was based 
on the inheritance of the mother's status. See Page 38.
9Laws and Liberties o f Massachusetts, 4.
7mechanism to bring foreigners to a Christian civilization. The Puritans 
attempted to recreate this familial form of slavery. When Cotton Mather 
spoke of his relationship with his slave, Obidah, he said, "my Savior has 
committed him unto me, that I may bring him up to be a servant of the 
Lord/'10
Furthermore, Mather, one of the main architects of Massachusetts' 
slavery ideology, defended the institution of slavery as a christianizing 
institution. In 1693, he encouraged the conversion of slaves when he 
created the Society of Negroes. Although not much is known about 
whether the society met often or at all, Mather published the rules of the 
society which depicted an organization in which slaves and free blacks 
might have met to further their Christian learnings. His most famous 
effort came out of his 1701 pamphlet The Negro Christianized in which he 
allayed slaveowners' fears that Christian slaves could not remain in 
bondage. In this document, he reassured slave owners that conversion 
did not free the slave. Later, he attempted to enact into law, his belief that 
a baptized slave could not be freed on the basis of his or her baptism.11 
Mather's vision of slavery, consistant with the Hebraic model, created an 
idealized relationship between master and enslaved, one that mirrored 
the father/child relationship in a family. Historian William Piersen aptly 
labeled such a system, "Family. Slavery."12
In addition to Cotton Mather's sermons, Massachusetts statutes also 
reinforced the patriarchal relationship between master and slave. The
10William D. Piersen, Black Yankees: The Development o f an Afro-American 
Subculture in Eighteenth Century New England (Amherst, MA: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1988), 52.
11Cotton Mather, Rules for the Society o f Negroes, 1693 Printed as a Broadside 
(Boston,1714). Cotton Mather, The Negro Christianized (Boston: B. Green, 1706).
12Piersen, Black Yankees, 26.
8General Court, for instance, passed a statute in 1756 stating that if a slave 
commits a "riotous" act, the master of the slave would be responsible for 
the fines incurred, just as a parent would had a child been involved (or a 
husband had a wife been involved).13 Therefore, these statutes expected 
masters to take responsibility for their slaves' behavior and to "civilize" 
them. In fact, ideally, slave law dictated that masters were to ensure that 
their slaves had "all the liberties and Christian usages with the law of God 
established in Israel."14 According to statutes, sermons, and the Bible, 
then, slaves and masters lived under "the model of a patriarchal family" 
where the slave was a dependent of the master.15
In day-to-day life, Massachusetts masters reinforced the civilizing 
ethos. In Massachusetts, masters usually only had one or two slaves 
whom they worked with very closely and carefully trained. Slaves' labor 
served a variety of functions. Many worked as household servants or as 
help on small farms. Others worked in fisheries, factories, shops, or the 
shipping industry. Rather than the gang labor system of the plantation 
South where slaves worked in a field away from view, Massachusetts 
slaves had frequent contact with the public. The public nature of their 
work combined with the Puritan's "civilizing" mission made some 
masters strive to assimilate their slaves. After 1700, most slaves came 
directly from Africa, and many masters' strove to teach their slaves 
English, the Bible, and obedient service. Furthermore, ideal masters 
would divide the training of their enslaved Africans according to
13Massachusetts Acts and Resolves, III, 997.
14Piersen, Black Yankees, 27; Massachusetts Laws and Liberties, p. 4.
15Piersen, Black Yankees, 26.
9traditional gender roles, and thus, the master would act as their fathers 
and the mistresses, their mothers.16
A typical example of the "ideal" m aster/slave relationship was that 
of Lucy Terry and her mistress Abigail Wells. The owners of enslaved 
African, Lucy Terry, for instance, worked hard to create a strong familial 
and Christian atmosphere. In 1734, Ebenezer Wells purchased Terry in 
Rhode Island, probably in Newport, the largest slave trading port in New  
England. 17 Almost immediately in 1735, her mistress, Abigail, had her 
baptized by Reverend Ashley. At the same time Abigail Wells trained her 
to keep the house and, unlike most slaves, Wells also taught Terry how  to 
read and write.18 It was unusual for a woman in Puritan society to read 
and write, but it was extremely rare for an enslaved African to have those 
abilities. Although w e may never know why Abigail Wells lavished such 
attention on Lucy Terry, the childless Wells must have felt particularly 
strong affection for her slave.19 By the time Lucy Terry turned fourteen, 
she was entrenched in her work for the Wells family and was familiar 
with life in Deerfield. Her admission to the church as a full member on 
August 13, 1744 probably testified to the completion of her 
Christianization. Two years later, she used her writing skills to 
memorialize Deerfield's resistance to an August 25, 1746 Indian attack in a 
poem entitled "Bars Fight." Although her poem is today known as the 
first poem written by a black American, it was not published until 1855 by
l0Piersen , Black Yankees, 7, 25, 26, 35; Lorenzo Greene, The Negro in Colonial New  
England 620-1776 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1942), 100.
’'George* Sheldon, History of Deerfield Massachusetts (Deerfield, MA: Pocumtuck 
Valley Memorial Association, 1896) Vol. II, 898.
’“Sharon Carboneti Davis, "Vermont's Adopted Sons and Daughters" Vermont 
H istory, April, 1963, 123; Sheldon,H istory of Deerfield Massachusetts, Vol. II, 898.
19Sheldon, Genealogies, p. 359.
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Josiah Holland. For one hundred years it seems that only the oral history 
of Deerfield kept the poem alive. Extraordinarily, this young woman, 
born in Africa, had written history for a society that had brought her to 
America as a slave and under most circumstances would not have 
allowed her to read or write. Moreover, her owners successfully raised 
Lucy by the ideals of Mather: she was a Christian, obedient, a part of the 
family, and had mastered English culture. 20
Further proof that Massachusetts leaders held to their prescriptive 
ideal came from their insistence that their slaves raise families of their 
own. In fact, in 1705, within a law outlawing miscegenation, one section 
provided that "no master shall unreasonably deny marriage to his negro 
with one of the same nation." This clause served to encourage marriage 
not only because they had a right to marry, the same as all other 
Christians, but it also explicitly encouraged marriage within racial 
boundaries, minimizing racial mixing. In turn, many slaves married 
according to the customs of Massachusetts. Vital records of towns and 
churches reported many slave marriages.21 Like whites they abided by the 
many strict rules of the church so that the community could acknowledge
20Sheldon, H istory o f Deerfield Massachusetts Volume II, 898; Volume I, 540-49; 
567; Josiah Gilbert Holland, H istory of Western Massachusetts (Springfield, MA: Samuel 
Bowles, 1855) Vol. II, 860. "Bars Fight" is included at the end of the paper in the 
Appendix.
^The Acts and Resolves, Public and Private o f the Province of the Massachusetts 
Bay, (Boston: Albert Wright, 1878) Vol. I, 578; Greene, Negro in Colonial New England, 
192-194; For some examples see: Vital Records o f Deerfield Massachsuetts to the Year 1850 
(Boston: Wright & Potter Printing Co., 1920) 242; Vital Records O f Medway,
Massachusetts, To The Year 1850 (Boston: New England Historic Genealogical Society, 
1905); Vital Records O f Medford, Massachusetts to The Year 1850 (Boston: N ew  England 
Genealogical Society, 1905); Vital Records O f Norton Massachusetts, To The Year 1850 
(Boston: N ew  England Historic Genealogical Society, 1906); Vital Records O f Hopkinton 
Massachusetts To The Year 1850 (Boston, MA: New England Historic Gealogical Society, 
1911); Vital Records O f Bedford Massachusetts To The Year 1850 (Boston: N ew  England 
Historic Geneological Society, 1903); Vital Records O f  Arlington, Massachusetts To The 
Year 1850. (Boston: N ew  England Historic Genaeological Society, 1904).
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their unions, and enslaved wom en and men also posted their intentions 
at the public meetings. Furthermore, some of the most distinguished 
clergy in the colony performed marriage ceremonies for black women and 
m en.
Although Massachusetts leaders' commitment to the prescriptive 
ideal convinced themselves and outsiders of the mildness of their 
institution, those ideals collapsed in practice. Working against 
prescriptive ideals, slavery was primarily an economic system designed to 
exploit the labor of black men and women. When the economic needs of 
the master came into conflict with the prescriptive "ideal," the needs of 
the slaveholder invariably won out. In fact, even the colony leaders had 
to back down to slaveholder interest and write laws to defend slaveowners 
power over their slaves. Not only slaveowners' interests were at stake, 
however. White authorities often saw slaves as potentially violent and 
destructive of community and private property and sought to curb their 
curtail their free movement within the state. This clash of ideal and 
economic reality made life difficult for enslaved men and women, 
especially for those who hoped to raise families.
This idealized form of slavery, where an enslaved African was a 
member of the family, convinced many whites, inside Massachusetts and 
outside, that slavery must have been mild in New  England. Many white 
Massachusetts men and wom en believed that their form of slavery was 
benevolent. Cotton Mather, for instance, claimed that life under bondage 
was easier than as free blacks. In one sermon, he told enslaved men and 
women, "Your Servitude is Gentle."22 Town histories abound with
“Cotton Mather, Tremanda,
12
quotes that point to the tolerable and familialnature of servitude in 
Massachusetts. Town chronicler Charles Brooks noted that they "were 
treated, generally, much after the manner of children/'23 As a result, 
many white residents of Massachusetts felt, like local historian Emory 
Washburn, that the "mildness with which they were treated gave little 
occasion for dissatisfaction or discontent." 24
But enslaved people in Massachusetts did not find slavery bearable 
because the need for labor control led to violence and even physical 
torture, and in the end they were not free. In fact, slaveowners often 
contradicted the mandates of Mather and the Legislature, because most 
owners purchased slaves as labor, not as a missionary endeavor.
Mirroring the traditions of their Southern counterparts, many owners saw  
their enslaved women and men as chattel, and, in order to control their 
labor, slaveowners beat their slaves. Much like the scene with which I 
began this paper, in which Mum Bett, an enslaved woman from Sheffield, 
Massachusetts, protected her sister from a serious blow at the hand of her 
mistress. Likewise, one-third of runaway ads suggest that slaveowners 
injured their enslaved laborers.25
^Charles Brooks, History o f the Town of Medford, Middlesex County,
Massachusetts, From its First Settlement in 1630 to 1885 (Boston: Rand, Avery, and 
Company, 1886), 353. For other examples in town histories see: Curtis, History of the Town 
o f Brookline, Massachusetts , 257; Waters I-pswich in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, Vol. 2, 
219; Goss, The History of Melrose, 457; Euphemia Vale Smith [Blake), H istory of 
Newburyport from the Earliest Settlement o f the Country to the Present Time with a 
Biographical Appendix (Newburyport: City of Newburyport, 1854), 56; Charles Hudson, 
H istory o f the Town of Lexingron (Boston, 1868), 441; Emory Washburn, Historical Sketches 
of the Town of Leicester Massachusetts during the First Century from its Settlement (Boston, 
1860), 49.
24Emory Washburn, Historical Sketches of the Town of Leicester Massachusetts,
49.Greene, The Negro in New England; George Moore Notes on the H istory of Slavery in 
Massachusetts (New York: Appleton & Co., 1866).
•^Lorenzo Greene, "The New England Negro as Seen in Advertisements for Runaway 
Slaves" Journal of Negro History XXIX (April 1944), 125-146; Greene, The Negro in 
Colonial New England, 126, 230.
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For a society that defined their form of slavery as mild, 
Massachusetts leaders passed many laws to sustain slavery and to control 
blacks. The legislature, moreover, subjected free blacks and enslaved 
Africans and Indians to laws designed also to limit their lives outside of 
the confines of their masters' supervision. Some statutes, for instance, 
imposed curfews on slaves both black and Indian, outlawed profane 
language by enslaved men and women, and prohibited barkeeps from 
serving liquor "to any Indian, negro, or molatto slave."26 Cotton Mather's 
Society of Negroes also probably served in part as a means of controlling 
free blacks and African slaves outside the confines of slavery. In fact, he 
designed the organization not only as a place for blacks to study the Bible 
but also to create a black police force. In the rules, not only are members 
thrown out for sinful acts such as fornication, "Cursing, or Lying, or 
Stealing, or notorious Disobedience or U n fa ith fu ln e s s but also were to 
"do all the Good we can, to the other Negro-Servants in the Town" 
including turning in those who broke curfew or who had run away.27
Perhaps the greatest argument against slavery's mildness was that 
Massachusetts leaders allowed owners to enslave men and women despite 
the fact that such an action clearly contradicted the Puritan's familial ideal. 
In contrast to the ideal, for instance, many enslaved Africans found it 
difficult if not impossible to have their own families. Demographics,
26Acts and Resolves, Vol. I, 535; Vol. Ill, 414, 571, 906. Before Africans were 
imported to Massachusetts, the settlers often enslaved Indians. They did not stop being 
slaves after the African slave trade brought enslaved Africans to Massachusetts, but 
slavery became more and more related to enslaved Africans rather than Indians. John 
Winthrop mentions selling Indian slaves to the West Indies to get "Moores". It is likely 
that enslaved Indians were difficult to manage. Please see George Moore, Notes on Slavery 
in Massachusetts; Lorenzo Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England 1620-1776; or John 
Winthrop, History of New England for more information.
^Mather, Rules for the Society o f Negroes.
14
division of labor, and the economic interests of the slave owners all 
impaired the ability of enslaved men and wom en to create and maintain 
families and to lead Christian lives, as was dictated by the ideal. In 
addition to the intrusions into their lives, the enslaved must have been 
frustrated by the contradictory messages of the minister and their owner.
In the first place, the unbalanced sex ratio amongst the enslaved 
Africans made it difficult for men to find a partner in the colony. Men 
outnumbered women so that there were more than one and a half men to 
one woman in 1754.28 Miscegenation laws beginning in 1705 outlawed 
marriage between enslaved men and white women. Since the marriage 
of an Indian woman and a black man, however, was not considered 
miscegenation, many African men married Native American women.
This arrangement largely worked since in most cities and towns, Native 
women outnumbered Native men. The father of Paul Cuffe, for instance, 
a free black captain in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 
married a woman from the Gay Head Indians on Cuttyhunk Island. 
Contemporary reports show that many Native tribes, such as the Gay Head 
Indians intermixed so much so as to have only nine "racially pure"
Indians left in the group.29
Moreover, the circumstances of enslavement forced some couples 
to endure long distance relationships. The division of labor by sex, in 
particular, made it difficult to maintain a marriage. While men served in 
a w ide variety of tasks within households or in the public, women were
^Piersen, Black Yankees, 20.
29Piersen, Black Yankees, 93; Acts and Resolves, Vol. I, 578; Paul Cuffee. Memoir of 
Capt. Paul Cuffee, A Man of Colour: To Which is Subjoined the Epistle of the Society of 
Sierra Leone, in Africa &c. (York, England: C. Peacock, 1812), 6; Greene, The Negro in 
Colonial N ew England, 198.
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almost exclusively domestic servants. Thus, women's access to public 
spaces was limited, whereas many men worked in jobs that involved 
constant public interaction. For example, some men worked in turpentine 
factories, shops, distilleries, lumberies, on ships, in artisan's shops, or even 
as blacksmiths, coopers, carpenters or other skilled positions. Within a 
master's household an enslaved man might labor on a farm, as a house 
servant, or a cook. Even though the enslaved couple could visit after 
working hours, women, as domestic servants, served especially long, 
irregular hours, leaving little time for visits.30 Moreover, since New  
England masters usually owned only one or two slaves, enslaved women 
or men frequently had to look outside of their homes for marriage 
partners. As a result, maintaining a marriage for most enslaved men and 
women meant sustaining a relationship across town, or with a partner in 
a different town. In a survey of enslaved married men and women in 
records of vital statistics of Massachusetts towns, one quarter of the 
couples had masters who lived in two different towns.31
Even if a slave couple overcame these barriers to marriage, masters 
could always separate husbands and wives. In fact, if a slave "family" was 
sold, the "family" unit most often meant a woman and her children. The 
owner rarely considered the husband a part of the family, especially when 
the husband lived with another master. If either owner came upon hard
^Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England, 110-119.
^Piersen, Black Yankees, 19; This survey mostly included Vital Statistics collected 
from the Massachusetts towns of: Arlington, Bedford, Bximfield, Burlington, Chelsea, 
Dartmouth, Dracut, East Bridgewater, Hamilton, Hopkinton, Lincoln, Manchester, 
Marblehead, Medford, Medway, and Norton. In these Vital Statistics Records, I found 125 
couples that married until the year 1850. 64 couples included enslaved men or women. For 
full bibliographic information on these and the other town histories used to collect these 
statistics, please see the section "Town Histories and Vital Statistics" in the 
Bibliography.
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times or the master died, the husband or wife could be sold to another 
town or colony. As a result, few married slaves could live with each 
other, build a household, or share raising children.32
Having children was also difficult for an enslaved woman from 
New  England. Not only did the restrictive nature of marriage under 
slavery reduce contact, hence opportunity for conception, most masters 
did little to encourage their slaves to have children. Masters found 
childbirth inconvenient and actively discouraged it which contributed to 
the low natural birth rate among African Americans in Massachusetts. To 
owners, pregnancy meant reduction in an enslaved women's workload for 
a couple of months. She might also become more concerned with her 
child's upbringing rather than her work. For the master the child also 
meant another mouth to feed and soul to train. Moreover, slave children 
did not sell well in Massachusetts. Because of this fact, masters 
complained when their female slaves had children and would sell them 
on the grounds that they were "good breeders" even if the enslaved 
women were satisfactory otherwise. Unlike the South where additional 
hands meant increased agricultural production, because most 
Massachusetts slaveowners owned only small farms, these slaveowners 
only needed a couple of slaves to get work done. Enslaved women, 
therefore, found it difficult to have children while enslaved.
Massachusetts town vital records reveal that, while Massachusetts was a 
slaveholding state, black families had an average of 2.0 children. After the 
courts abolished slavery in 1783, the average number of children per 
family shot up to 3.45. From this evidence, it seems possible that black
32Piersen, Black Yankees , 211-212.
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wom en wanted children but did not have the opportunity until after 
slavery was abolished.33
The prescriptive ideal set forth by white leaders of Massachusetts, 
therefore, did not lead to a "mild" form of slavery. Instead, sermons and 
pamphlets instructed enslaved men and wom en of their rights and 
responsibilities — to have families, to become Christians, to become 
civilized— while the economic reality of slavery undermined this ideal. 
Most masters saw the enslaved as property, and, as a result, masters 
expected the maximum amount of labor from their property. That 
priority led to physical punishment and torture, an unlimited tenure 
under the system, and an inability to properly raise a family.
In terms of gender relations, therefore, the economics of slavery in 
Massachusetts resulted in enslaved African women, as domestic servants, 
frequently having little contact with each other or black men. Women's 
isolation from men and other wom en led them to engage predominantly 
in individual acts of resistance. While men participated in individual acts 
of resistance that were similar to women, men, who were not isolated 
from each other, developed group forms of public resistance not available 
to wom en.
Individual Acts of Resistance
Both enslaved African women and men participated in a variety of 
individual acts of resistance; none frightened slaveholders more than 
attacks on their lives. Historian Robert C. Twombly noted that in 
Massachusetts the "amount of slave violence against whites is
^Piersen, Black Yankees, 19; Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England, 217.
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astonishing; it was frequent, always possible/'34 Newspaper accounts 
indicated that enslaved women, all too often for the authorities, attempted 
to poison their owners. As domestic servants who prepared their master's 
food, enslaved women figured in the majority of such actions. For 
example, Phillis and Mark poisoned their master, Captain Colman of 
Charleston, Massachusetts, in 1755. His death left a strong impression on 
Massachusetts slaveowners. Local authorities hung Mark but saved a 
harsher punishment for Phillis. Her burning at the stake, attracted a huge 
crowd — "the greatest number of Spectators ever known on such an 
occasion."35 Indeed, the memory of Phillis and Mark's action expanded 
beyond Charleston, where their master lived, but to neighboring towns of 
Ipswich and Cambridge. No one will ever know how many enslaved 
men and wom en in Massachusetts poisoned their masters, but it probably 
happened more often than contemporaries reported since medicine had 
yet to adopt rigorous scientific diagnosis, thus cause of death was not 
always evident. Clearly, however, even one proven violent act chilled 
slaveowners when these events were spread by word of mouth and 
through the press.36
Enslaved African women and men not only murdered their 
masters, but they also caused serious damage by burning their property, a 
relatively common form of resistance. Benjamin Coleman noted the 
frequency of arson when he wrote to a friend that "fires were kindled
^Robert C. Twombly, "Black Resistance to Slavery in Massachusetts" Insights and 
Parallels: Problems and Issues o f American Social H istory, O'Neill, William ed. 
(Minneapolis, Mn.: Burgess Publishing Company, 1973) 14-15.
^Waters, Ipswich in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, 98.
36Exercises in Celebrating the Two Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary o f the 
Settlement of Cambridge (Cambridge:University Press, John Wilson & Son, 1881), 55.
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about Town every day or night/'37 Fire was perceived as an especially 
serious problem in the town of Boston, and in 1723, Lieutenant Governor 
William Dummer contended that these "villanous and desperate Negroes 
or other dissolute People" had "entered into a wicked and horrid 
Combination to bum  and destroy the said Town."38 Accounts of arson by 
enslaved Africans would continue to litter diaries, court documents, and 
newspapers throughout the eighteenth century. Again the most 
celebrated case of arson involved a woman, Black Maria, and "her 
associates." In 1681, she set fire to two Roxbury houses and in the process 
killed a young white child. As a punishment she was burned at the 
stake.39
While murder and arson were individual acts of violence against 
their master and his household in the minds of most enslaved women 
and men and their masters, those acts collectively threatened 
Massachusetts society. For whites, individual acts of violence often 
entered the public sphere through the court system. Violent acts against 
whites by enslaved blacks and the fears engendered by such acts, so 
unbalanced the community order that they required some legislative 
responses.40 As a result, the Massachusetts Bay legislature passed a 
number of laws designed to prevent violent activity by the enslaved.
37As quoted in Twombly, "Black Resistance to Slavery in Massachusetts," 15.
^Twombly, "Black Resistance to Slavery in Massachusetts," 15.
39Twombly, "Black Resistance to Slavery in Massachusetts," 16.
40Although there were no violent slave rebellions or insurrections, rumors of such 
violent group actions emerged every once in a while. For example, Abigail Adams wrote to 
John Adams in 1774 that "There has been in town a conspiracy of the Negroes." No more 
evidence of the conspiracy emerged. Abigail Adams to John Adams, September 22,1774 in 
Adams Family Correspondence Vol. 1, December 1761-May 1776. Butterfield, L.H. (ed.) 
(Cambridge, Mass.: The Belknap Press of Harvard University, 1963). Accounts note two or 
three other rumors of insurrection, including one led by a white man in 1690. Twomby, 
"Black Resistance to Slavery in Massachusetts," 19, 153.
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Because Puritan leaders associated violent behavior with alcohol, in 1686 
they outlawed the purchase and consumption of alcohol by black slaves. 
Six times between 1746 and 1756, Massachusetts Bay legislators updated 
these restrictions by restating that "selling any strong drink... to any negro, 
Indian, or mulatto slave" was illegal. Fear of murder and assault by 
enslaved Africans compelled the legislature to forbid "any negro or 
mulatto" from smiting or striking "any English or Christian person."41 In 
the same manner, Boston selectmen passed a comprehensive set of 
regulations for "Indians Negros and Molattos" in response to a rash of 
arsons in 1723.42 Some of the laws set curfews, or prohibited the above 
groups from being near open fires and carrying arms. Other regulations 
increased penalties for blacks caught at illegal acts such as stealing or 
purchasing stolen goods, striking a white person, and drinking liquor. 
Therefore, as the number of enslaved Africans in Massachuestts increased 
so too did white residents' fear of insurrection. The Boston regulations 
signaled an articulation of that fear. By 1752, the Massachusetts Legislature 
also began to regulate "riotous, tumultuous, and disorderly assemblies."43 
As in Boston, the law set curfews and restricted blacks from carrying sticks, 
being near fires, or asking for money in public.44
However, enslaved Africans did not only violently resist. Running 
away, for example, also sent a clear message to masters that both men and
41Twombly, "Black Resistance," 18; Acts and Resolves, Vol. 3, 414, 571, 612, 676, 906, 
1012; John Noble and John F. Cronin (eds.), Records o f the Court o f Assistants of the Colony 
of the Massachusetts Bay (Boston: Published by Suffolk County, 1901), Vol. 1, 74, 304-305;
42As printed in Twomby, "Black Resistance," 35-37.
43 Acts and Resolves, Vol. 3, 997-998.
44 Although it is not clear how frequently local officials enforced these laws and 
regulations since public assemblies that seem to infringe upon the laws regularly occurred in 
Boston and other towns, it is clear that public officials were wary of the growing 
(discontent) enslaved population.
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wom en rejected their enslaved status. Running away was one of the most 
common "offenses" by slaves in N ew  England. The most famous 
Massachusetts "runaway" was Crispus Attucks, the first man shot at the 
Boston Massacre. However, he was only one out of a known 223 enslaved 
African runaways in Massachusetts. Eighteenth-century Massachusetts 
newspapers ran ads requesting information or the return of runaways 
practically everyday. Research from historian Lawrence Towner shows 
that enslaved Africans were more likely to run away than white 
indentured servants. Men ran away more often than women, because, 
masters or mistresses constantly watched over enslaved women, as 
domestic servants. In addition, wom en who had children had a harder 
time escaping since carrying a child could slow them down.45
Enslaved men and wom en usually stole more than themselves 
whenever they ran away. Newspaper ads, for instance, often listed items 
stolen from their owner's household during the escape. Often the stolen 
goods were basic necessities such as food and clothing; in the same way, 
more valuable items could be sold for money on which to live. Slaves 
probably stole while in their masters' homes. Sometimes the stolen goods 
provided for needs that masters denied to their enslaved. Thievery,
v
however, could also be a way to undermine their usefulness to their 
owners. Like arson, it destroyed their masters' property. But because 
masters often had difficulty determining who exactly was the thief, such 
actions rarely resulted in punishm ent46
^Stanley Kaplan, Black Presence in the Era of the American Revolution, 1770-1800. 
National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington D. C. 1773 (Greenwich, 
CT: New York Graphic Society, 1973), 7; Lawrence Towner, '"A Fondness for Freedom': 
Servant Protest in Puritan Society," The William and Mary Quarterly, XIX (April 1962), 
201-219.
^Twomby, "Black Resistance," 26.
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Black men and women also engaged in myriad acts of everyday 
resistance. Work slowdowns, for example, gave enslaved men and 
wom en control over their labor without directly confronting a grueling 
master.47 In the same vein, some could sabotage their work by damaging 
tools often underlying their masters' accounts of slaves as "lazy."48 Other 
slaves tricked whites to get an upper hand. In Brookline, Massachusetts, 
Sambo, who peddled fruit for his master, would trick customers out of 
their change if they had not pleased him. Likewise, one day a local 
blacksmith tried to trick Sambo by throwing a hot horseshoe on the road 
hoping the enslaved man would inadvertently burn himself by picking it 
up. Sambo recognized the trick and lifted the hot horseshoe with a 
shovel.49 While rarely noted in historical documents, acts such as these 
were common because as forms of rebellion without serious implications, 
the masters rarely knew much about the incidents, they rarely recorded 
them .
Although they often lived apart from one another, black men and 
black wom en both engaged in individual acts of resistance. Although 
men were more likely to runaway, both men and women murdered their 
masters, set their masters' property on fire, orchestrated work slowdowns, 
or tricked their owners on an equal basis. However, individual resistance 
was not restricted to the private arena, for both men and women also 
participated alone in an assault on the institution of slavery in the 
courtroom.
47 These acts might have included more than one slave, making it technically a 
group activity that women engaged in. It was, however, not a large group since most 
masters held only a few enslaved people.
^For an example see: Waters, Ipswich in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, 211.
49Woods, Historical Sketches of Brookline, 44, 45.
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The Court as a Stage for Resistance
The individual court cases brought forth by black men and women  
combined to help eradicate slavery in Massachusetts. Women, in fact 
were among the first to successfully overturn their enslavement through 
the courts. However, enslaved Africans did not normally have access to 
the courts. Common law, for example, barred women from entering the 
courts at all. Nonetheless, by noticing changes in public opinion, these 
enslaved Africans found motivation to challenge these barriers and enter 
the courts. Moreover, these men and women usually won their cases.
One reason they won was that white authorities perceived these 
individual legal challenges as less threatening than the complete abolition 
requested by acts such as petitions. In fact, these enslaved men and 
women took advantage of a brief, yet significant opening within the courts 
of Massachusetts. During the Revolutionary era, judges ignored common 
law limitations, lawyers often offered free services, and most importantly, 
judges and juries usually conferred favorable judgments.50
Although the eventual outcome of the freedom suits is important, 
the process of bringing those suits and white reaction to them reveal 
much about the dynamics of black resistance in a public arena. The 
theories of James Scott, in Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 
provide a model for analyzing black public resistance. Scott argues that the 
significance of interactions between subordinates and dominants — the 
public transcript — lies in its ability to reveal much about both groups. He
50 I am broadly defining the Revolutionary Era as 1760-1783. These are the dates of 
the main freedom suits, and they generally correspond with the Stamp Act crisis on one end 
and the ratification of the 1780 Massachusetts State Constitution on the other.
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continues to describe these interactions in terms of performances. Thus, 
Scott's model is useful because it offers one stage on which the actors 
perform in reaction to one another. The dominant group, in this case the 
white judges, juries, lawyers, observers, and slaveowners, acted in 
deliberate ways in the presence of the subordinate group, in this case the 
black plaintiffs, in order to establish and maintain their superior power 
relationship. At the same time, enslaved African men and women, 
sought to gain freedom by performing in deliberate ways in court. 
Sensitive to changes in public opinion and invoking Revolutionary 
rhetoric, these enslaved men and women and their lawyers slowly tested 
the limits of that rhetoric in the courtroom.51
The courtroom as the setting especially influenced the successful 
outcome of these cases. The legal suits for freedom offer more insight, 
because the court was more than a "public transcript," it was a public 
ceremony. Public ceremonies especially help us to understand the 
dominant group, because they are public demonstrations by the elite of 
unity and control. By choosing to resist in the courtroom, in a public 
ceremony, enslaved Africans revealed as much about the dominant as 
themselves. Legal resistance, then, possessed a different nature than 
traditionally discussed forms of resistance such as running away, stealing 
food, or feigning illness. Instead, legal resistance was in front of the 
master who was also an actor in the performance. The enslaved men and 
women, moreover, chose an arena dominated by whites. In fact, in many 
cases they would probably be the only non-Anglo participant. The 
courtroom held even more significance as an important Massachusetts
51Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts. (New Haven, 
Conn.: Yale University Press, 1990), 2-5; 45-69.
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institution where the legitimacy of state power was established. As 
Gramscian theorists would describe, for the dominant group, these events 
marked the struggle of the young American government to gain and 
assert its power.52
At the same time, though, African Americans exposed their keen 
knowledge of their oppressor and their disgruntlement with their 
enslaved status. Scott describes subordinate groups as having a "hidden 
transcript" in which they express their disgust, frustrations, or fantasies 
away from the "public transcript," thus away from their masters. The 
ritual in the Massachusetts courtroom served as a forum in which the 
hidden transcript began to unfold. The hidden transcript ruptures the 
public transcript. And we, as distant observers, can see that which is 
usually concealed from the historical record. The dominant/subordinate 
interactions are a "struggle in which both sides are continually probing for 
weaknesses and exploiting small advantages."53 In their ongoing 
assessment of their master's world, African Americans in Massachusetts 
recognized that their oppressors valued natural rights. African American 
men and women challenged the elite by pointing out that slavery denied 
the enslaved those cherished values. These men and women, therefore, 
participated in a ritual of their oppressors — court — and defended their 
position in language that was "euphemistic"54 that challenged the
“Scott, Domination and the A rts o f Resistance, 58-66; For an excellent example of 
the use of law to establish legitimacy of state power, please see: Michael Bellesiles "The 
Establishment of Legal Structures on the Frontier; The Case of Revolutionary Vermont" 
Journal of American History 73 (1987).
“ Scott, Domination and the A rts of Resistance, 184.
^Euphemism is language (1 also think behavior is euphemized) which "is used to 
obscure something that is negatively valued or would prove to be an embarrassment (or 
dangerous) if declared fortrightingly." Scott, Domination and the A rts o f Resistance, 53. I 
will show later that the language in petitions began with strongly euphemized language 
and gradually, as the enslaved recognized the lack of danger in doing so, became less
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foundation of their oppressor's power and urged the dominant elite to 
give in. The cumulative repercussion of these individual acts forced the 
elite to free the enslaved men and wom en in Massachusetts. Scott 
described that "petty acts" of public resistance can add up to dramatic 
change. "Under appropriate conditions, the accumulation of petty acts 
can, rather like snowflakes on a steep mountainside, set off an 
avalanche."55 This metaphor seems to embody the struggle of African 
Americans in Massachusetts because once a few enslaved men and 
wom en began to use the court as a forum to confront their masters, they 
created a ripple effect that brought freedom to all Massachusetts slaves.
The legal assault by enslaved men and women to undermine 
slavery succeeded for a variety of reasons. Most importantly, enslaved 
wom en and men recognized that white efforts to abolish slavery were 
ineffective. White abolitionists rarely went beyond publishing broadsides 
decrying the evils of slavery. The enslaved men and women themselves 
had to take the initiative. Certainly, the petition drives came out of their 
own initiative, however petitions depended upon white legislators' 
willingness to present the petitions, vote to abolish slavery, and to offer a 
plan to enforce the abolition. Free and enslaved men found it difficult to 
convince a majority of the men in the House of Representatives to free all 
the slaves. Court cases, in contrast, were more gradual. They freed slaves 
individually. Moreover, the power of individual emancipation was more 
than it seemed because Massachusetts adhered to English Common Law 
and depended on precedent to guide subsequent decisions. Therefore, 
once a case freed one enslaved woman, others attempting to sue had legal
euphemistic. See page 58-62.
^Scott, Domination and the A rts o f Resistance, 182.
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support to do so. Enslaved women and men in Massachusetts used the 
courts as a tool, and even until the present, African Americans would  
continue to use the courts as a tool of liberation.
Despite these apparent possibilities, black men, and especially 
women, faced many obstacles in bringing a case to trial. The requisite 
court and lawyer fees made the effort prohibitive. In addition, enslaved 
wom en or men had to recognize that their grievance could be resolved in 
court and find a white lawyer to represent their case. English Common 
Law, for example, tried to restrict severely actions by women and slaves. 
Under the common law principle of femme covert married wom en were 
legally dead. Their husbands were supposed to represent both of them in 
all legal matters. English Common Law also restricted servants from 
suing their masters, as the master "hath superin tendance and charge of all 
his household."56 However, Massachusetts Bay colony laws did not 
completely limit enslaved Africans from entering the courts, the only 
restriction being that they could not serve on juries. In most other 
colonies, contrarily, free and enslaved blacks could not serve as witnesses 
against any white person.57 Enslaved men and women took advantage of 
this access to the Massachusetts courts.
The early development of the legal system in Massachusetts also 
provided a role for public opinion which would later aid the entrance of 
black men and women into the court. The foundation for black women's 
and men's foray into the courts of eighteenth-century Massachusetts began
^William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England: A Facsimile o f the 
First Edition o f 1765-1769 With an Introduction by Stanley N. Katz, 4 Volumes (Chicago, 
H.: University of Chicago Press, 1979), 430, 411, 419.
57Thomas D. Morris, Southern Slavery and the Law, 1619-1860 (Chapel Hill, N.C.: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 229.
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when the first settlers of Massachusetts looked toward the English 
Common Law tradition to construct their own judiciary. The English 
Common Law, unlike Roman law, was "a body of law based largely on 
custom, practice and folkways, although it was partly codified/'58 In 
contrast, Roman civil law consisted of a system of uniform, codified laws 
that progressed from the top down. Civil law systems did not value past 
judicial decisions or local custom to the extent that English Common Law 
did. In the English system, the judges must interpret the laws in order to 
make a decision. In Roman civil law the judge just sought to administer 
the laws. The interpretive aspect of English Common Law allowed judges 
a significant amount of power in the decision-making process. As a result, 
local public opinion often played a role in the verdicts. Since judges were 
men of their times, prevailing opinion could and did influence judges' 
decisions.59
While English legal theorists sought to reform and homogenize 
English law, Massachusetts settlers, intent on creating a "city on the hill," 
did not wish to reproduce exactly the English system in their new colony.60 
Weak imperial control and a lenient charter gave early New Englanders 
room to create their own legal system based upon their own values. They 
built their system upon the philosophy of a deliberate separation (albeit 
temporary) from what they characterized as a corrupt country. In addition, 
few of the early colonists had formal training in law. Motivated to create
“ Kermit Hall, The Magic Mirror: Law in American History (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1989), 10-11.
^Hall, The Magic Mirror, 9-11.
‘“Books to look at about Puritan ideology and anti-English thought: Perry Miller, 
The New England Mind: From Colony to Province (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1953); Gordon Wood, Radicalism of the American Revolution (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1992); Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge: 
Harvard University, Belknap Press, 1967).
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an incorruptible system and possessing only a lay understanding of the 
English Common Law, the Puritans sought to control what they perceived 
as two of the corrupting factors of society, the lawyers and judges.
Early Massachusetts settlers' aversion to lawyers also made their 
courts more accessible. Perhaps as a reaction to the increasing numbers of 
wealthy lawyers in England, the Puritans discouraged lawyers from 
practicing in Massachusetts. Few lawyers came over to Massachusetts in 
the first voyages, and Puritans did nothing to encourage them to come 
later. In fact, lawyers in early Massachusetts could not earn money. The 
"Body of Liberties," an early Massachusetts law book, stated that lawyers 
could be used but not paid. In practice, early legal cases did not require 
even this unpaid help. Thomas Lechford, one of the earliest lawyers in 
Massachusetts, for example, complained about Massachusetts7 lack of legal 
sophistication, citing how few people requested his services as a lawyer. 
Slowly more lawyers came, and eventually Massachusetts law allowed 
lawyers to be paid but at regulated rates. Inexpensive legal fees then 
directly contributed to a more accessible court for all people.61
Puritan founders also developed a legal system controlled locally by 
lay judges. Since the colony had its own Governor and Assistants and a 
General Court, Massachusetts settlers governed the colony much more 
than England. While the General Court created laws for the colonies and 
the Governor and a court of Assistants handled serious cases (valued over 
£200) and appeals, the local courts dealt with most legal matters in New  
England. Meeting about four times a year, lay judges from the local social
61 Peter Charles Hoffer, Law and People in Colonial America (Baltimore, Md.: Johns 
Hopkins Press, 1992) 41, 42; Thomas Barnes, "Thomas Lechford and the Earliest Lawyering 
in Massachusetts, 1638-1641" in Law in Colonial Massachusetts 1630-1800, 5-7.
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elite decided the cases. Not only was there little incentive for well-paid 
formally-trained judges to come to Massachusetts, the community looked 
to "able," "dependable" freemen rather than well-trained judges or 
lawyers to administer their system of justice. Since these lay judges had 
little formal legal training, the administration of justice was usually 
informal. In other words, judges made decisions "more on the substance 
of the case than the way in which it was presented."62 The lack of law  
books also helped preserve this informal character. Even after the 
publication of Coke's Institutes, law books were expensive, heavy, and not 
a priority to the struggling settlers. Within the early years of the 
Massachusetts legal system, then, the courts were more accessible, and 
legal decision-making was more attuned to local interests. As a result, the 
Massachusetts legal environment somewhat differed from English 
common law. 63
At the end of the seventeenth century, the legal environment of 
Massachusetts changed because of internal and external shifts which 
undermined local autonomy to a degree. Internally, Massachusetts society 
became more commercially complex. Externally, the English government 
began to take a more active interest in colonial matters. In 1691, the Stuart 
monarchy instituted the Dominion of New England, a short-lived 
reorganization of the legal system. The only British institution to survive 
the English attempt to control the Massachusetts judicial system was the 
Privy council which had two functions. One function was to regulate laws
62Hall, The Magic Mirror, 18-19.
63 Hoffer, Law and People, p. 37; Haskins, "Lay Judges," 45, 51; Daniel R. 
Coquillette, "Introduction" in Law in Colonial Massachusetts 1630-1800, liii; Alfred H. 
Kelly and Winifred A. Harbison, The American Constitution: Its Origins and Development. 
(New York: W.W. Norton, 1948), 10, 35.
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passed by colonial legislatures. The Privy council could veto any bill they 
thought against the interests of England, but they struck down fewer than 
5% of all colonial laws. Even then the colonies would often ignore the 
Privy council's decision. Their second role was to administer appeals. If a 
case involved more than "three hundred pounds sterling, there was a 
right to appeal to London," but very few  cases made it to the London 
court.64
Although the council still had little influence on colonial affairs, 
these legal changes led to increased formality and less local control. While 
most of the 1691 reorganization did not survive, the colony courts did 
become more formal. Specifically, English Common Law procedures 
changed from a "crude imitation of inaccurately remembered things" to a 
system that began to conform to English practices. In addition, lawyers 
began to take advantage of the more formal system by providing their 
services. Moreover, as the colony grew beyond its Puritan origins into a 
trading center and a more complex society, litigation rose. Despite these 
changes, some elites worked to hold on to the earlier values. Therefore, as 
merchants, the English government, Puritan values, and a growing bar 
collided in the eighteenth century, Massachusetts law still had a character 
of its o w n .65
Despite the fact that courts became more formalized, and thus less 
accessible for enslaved women and men, importantly, public opinion 
continued to shape decisions in Massachusetts courts.66 Anti-slavery
^Hall, The Magic Mirror, 19.
65 Lawrence M. Friedman, A  History o f American Law (New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 1985), 51, 49.
66 It is important to note that accessibility was relative. This period stands as a 
time when common law institutions such as femme covert were not consistently enforced. 
Likewise, African-Americans, Indians, free and enslaved had opportunities to enter the
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rhetoric escalated as did colonists' calls for liberty from England. Enslaved 
Africans paid attention to the Revolutionary discourse and capitalized 
upon it. While serving her master, Massachusetts slave Mum Bett 
claimed that she heard her master and his friends discuss "the Bill of 
Rights and the new constitution of Massachusetts."67 Enslaved wom en  
and men, like Bett, and their white lawyers recognized this change in 
rhetoric as key to successfully winning freedom suits. As abolitionist 
sentiment rose during the century, and revolutionary rhetoric increased, 
so too did the black legal assault on slavery. As early as 1702, slaves 
challenged their masters to face the contradiction of the enslavement of 
Africans in a "free" society. A variety of slaves, such as Mum Bett, for 
instance, pushed Massachusetts to confront the institution. With their 
own rhetoric on one side and their frustratingly logical slaves pushing 
from the other, Massachusetts public opinion began to turn against 
bondage. And since public opinion guided the court system, black women  
and men found that direct legal action had some hope for success. By 1781, 
the legal challenges of black slaves had helped to abolish slavery in 
Massachusetts.68
court. Accessibility w as still hindered for all poorer inhabitants, like enslaved Africans, 
because legal fees, no matter how low, might be impossible to attain. Yet, there are 
numerous instances of enslaved African men and women entering the courts. This is 
particularly important when compared to most Southern colonies which did not allow  
African-Americans to testify after the seventeenth century.
67 Sidney Kaplan, The Black Presence, 216.
^Christine Leigh Heyrman, Commerce and Culture: The Maritime Communities of 
Colonial Massachusetts 1690-1750 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1984), 407; Swan, "The Slave 
Who Sued for Freedom" American Legacy 2 (3) Fall 1996, 52.
T.H. Breen discusses the impact of public opinion on three cases involving African- 
Americans in Massachusetts in his unpublished manuscript "Making History: The Force of 
Public Opinion and the Last Years of Slavery in Revolutionary Massachusetts." Thanks to 
Prof. James Axtell for a copy.
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While enslaved men and women's initiative in creating their 
freedom was key, their efforts would have been in vain had the opinions 
of the Massachusetts citizens toward slavery in greater Massachusetts 
culture not evolved to support those challenges. In Massachusetts, the 
slow  transformation began in 1700 when Samuel Sewall published "The 
Selling of Joseph, a Memorial." Sewall's tract discussed the immorality of 
slavery on a political and theological level by refuting several of the 
justifications for the institution made by his peers. Specifically, he 
attacked the racial interpretation of the curse of Cham. Noah's cursed son 
Cham was popularly thought to be the ancestor of the African people 
because God cursed Cham for looking at his father's naked body. Pointing 
out that there was no biblical support that the curse marked Cham and his 
ancestors with "black" skin, Sewall questioned whether Cham was an 
ancestor of seventeenth-century Africans. He also argued that black and 
white men were of one blood and questioned the virtue of enslaving one's 
brother. Additionally, he brought up the laws created to eradicate "man- 
stealing" and questioned whether all slave trade was not "man-stealing." 
Although refuted at the time by prominent men such as Judge John 
Saffin, the institution of slavery in Massachusetts continued to be debated 
throughout the eighteenth century. And by the time of the Revolution, 
many Massachusetts leaders had begun to openly question the validity of 
slavery. 69
As revolutionary leaders in Massachusetts began challenging their 
own "enslavement" to England, they also started to question the
69Samuel Sewall, "The Selling of Joseph a Memorial" as printed in Notes on the 
History of Slavery in Massachusetts by George Moore (New York: Appleton & Co., 1866), 
83-87.
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legitimacy of black slavery. Quotes abound from the founding "fathers" 
and "mothers" regarding their inner conflicts over slavery. In 1774 
Abigail Adams, always the astute defender of minority rights, wrote to her 
husband that slaves had equal claim "to freedom as w e have."70 James 
Otis concurred in "The Rights of British Colonies Asserted and Proved" 
when he "applied John Locke's natural-rights philosophy not only to the 
current troubles with England but also to Negro slavery."71 Otis argued 
that when one sold the freedom of another, he could lose responsibility 
for his own liberty. At the same time, some towns such as Worchester 
and Boston instructed their Representatives to the colony's House of 
Representatives to eradicate slavery, but conservative forces held enough 
legislative power to check these Representatives. Thus, by the end of the 
eighteenth century, it became clear that the battle over slavery in 
Massachusetts would be resolved in the courtroom and not in a legislative 
hall.72
While the pamphlets and opinions of revolutionary leaders 
undoubtedly influenced the minds of some people, a more influential 
force on public opinion on the question of slavery probably came from the 
pulpit. Many reverends, pastors, and deacons in Massachusetts made their 
opinions on slavery clear. In Salisbury, for example, the Reverend 
Samuel Webster stated his opinion in a published address:
70Leon Litwack, North o f Slavery: The Negro in the Free States, 1790-1860. 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), 9.
71 Leon Litwack, North of Slavery, 8.
^Arthur Zilversmit, The First Emancipation: The Abolition o f Slavery in the 
North (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967), 102,103,105-106; Moore, Notes , 124- 
125; A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr. In the M atter o f Color.Race and the American Legal Process: 
The Colonial Period. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), 96; Litwack, North of 
Slavery, 10.
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For God's sake, break every yoke and let these oppressed ones 
go free without delay — let them taste the sweets of that 
liberty, which w e so highly prize.73
Another religious leader, Deacon Benjamin Colman was famous for his
adamant beliefs on the issue. In fact, a town historian remembered that he
"wrote, talked, and prayed on the subject."74 He feared God would unleash
His wrath upon Massachusetts for continuing to support the institution of
slavery. Not all religious leaders, however agreed. Colman's foil was the
Reverend Moses Parsons. The two men constantly debated the issue, and
Colman accused Parsons of being "guilty of the wicked practice of man-
stealing."75 Parsons defended slavery by trying to show how it benefited
the enslaved. Parsons supposedly treated his slaves well, and in order to
finally prove his case, he eventually offered his three slaves freedom. His
two male slaves accepted the offer; Violet, his female slave, refused. He
constantly used her "voluntary" enslavement as proof that enslaved men
and wom en enjoyed the security of their bondage. The continual
exposure to the debate must have forced the men of Massachusetts,
potential jurors, to choose a side.76
This shift in public opinion on slavery swayed judges and juries
even though the courts were more formal. The courts depended not on
legislators for a decision but judges and more importantly juries. Juries
had a lot of power in court cases, for they were not necessarily beholden to
the letter of the law. Juries, instead, would render their decision based on
their interpretation of the law as the lawyers presented it and upon their
^Coffin, H istory of Newbury, 338.
74Coffm, H istory of Newbury, 339.
^Coffin, History of Newbury, 342.
76Jewett & Jewett, Rowley, Massachusetts, 219.
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own opinion. Thus, as John Adams put it, the jury represented "the Voice 
of the People" and often reflected public opinion.77 Thus, the juries, 
important actors in determining the outcome in the courtroom, 
represented the general spirit of the Revolutionary idealism. A mere shift 
in public opinion, however, would not lead to legal change unless black 
women and men forced the issue in court.
Certainly the reward for successful cases — freedom — was great, 
however it still is not clear what pushed these enslaved men and wom en  
to sue their masters. These were extraordinary acts. Imagine, if you will, 
these men and women are outside of society in so many ways. They held 
a status at the bottom of society, their faces were a different color, and 
many were born on a different continent. Something had to compel them 
to enter the courtrooms of their master's society.
The confidence demonstrated by enslaved women and men who  
entered white institutions lies in the nature of slavery in Massachusetts. 
Because the white people of Massachusetts did not view their form of 
slavery only as a labor system, but also as a mission to "civilize" and 
christianize a heathen people, enslaved Africans took advantage of their 
mastery of English culture and used their knowledge to take the 
civilization of their masters and turn it on its head. As the slaveowners 
sought to "civilize" an "uncivilized" people, enslaved men and wom en  
learned how to be articulate in the English language, to use its institutions, 
to become Christians, and to have the same values.78 In Black Election
^William Nelson, Americanization of Common Law: The Impact of Legal Change 
on Massachusetts Society, 1760-1830 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1975),
2, 20-22.
78 As will be demonstrated below, the values may not have necessarily been their 
own, but they did have the ability to mimic these values when the need arose.
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Days, petition drives, and freedom cases, enslaved Africans showed that 
they understood the rituals of the Massachusetts government. In other 
words, they knew how to vote, how to request changes in legislation, and 
how to find help when the law was not being enforced. Moreover, the 
enslaved men and wom en recognized the values of their masters. They 
were able to articulate the values of order, family, and religion, and as the 
Revolution approached they began to value enlightenment ideals, such as 
humanity, justice, equality, and, most importantly, liberty. Their 
knowledge of their master's culture would prove valuable in these court 
cases, as the enslaved and their lawyers would use these values to their 
advantage. The enslaved demonstrated their knowledge of Anglo culture 
in all forms of black public resistance, — election days, petition drives, and 
lawsuits — and they took these enlightenment values and turned them 
back onto their white masters. The enslaved men and women not only 
showed whites that they had accomplished many of the deeds that would  
deem them "civilized," but they also showed that their white masters, if 
held to their own values, were hardly "civilized." Perhaps this is why in 
so many of these rituals, the enslaved men and women stressed their 
African origin — to differentiate themselves from a "civilization" that did 
not hold to its own "noble" values. By exposing the "uncivilized" nature 
of slavery in such an embarrassing light, the enslaved women and men of 
Massachusetts eventually abolished slavery in their state.79
^In Manliness & Civilization, Gail Bederman discusses the use of the discourse of 
"civilization" by whites in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century to bolster 
discourses of "manliness" or "masculinity." She then shows how some of those who were not 
"civilized" like a black woman then turned their own concept of "civilization" back on 
them. In particular, she looks at Ida B. Wells' anti-lynching campaign. Bederman's use of 
this discourse and the ability of Wells to coopt that discourse was the model which I used 
to understand the actions of enslaved men and wom en in Massachusetts. Gail Bederman,
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The stage it appears, then, had been set. Both the enslaved and the 
nascent Massachusetts government had to enter the court and face the 
other. On one hand, enslaved women and men and their White lawyers 
recognized that the lofty goals of the Revolution matched those goals of 
the enslaved Africans. They had to convince the courtroom judge and 
juries of the contradiction of colonists holding slaves while demanding 
freedom by tapping into changing opinions on slavery. The court, 
moreover, could be swayed by such changes in public opinion. On the 
other hand, a new American government sought to achieve legitimacy as 
a state founded on natural rights such as liberty and equality. The 
government could prove their sincere attachment to those rights by 
granting them to those who seem most bound in oppression, enslaved 
men and women. But judges and juries would not truly abolish slavery 
until the government was completely independent of England. Therefore, 
the first cases would not seek total abolition but would test the power of 
the revolutionary rhetoric.
The first case to test changing public opinion was Adam v. Saffin 
(1702). Certainly, well before the Revolution, this case seemed to 
epitomize the first abolitionist rumblings. In fact, the first known slave to 
sue for freedom was Adam, a slave of Judge John Saffin. Adam's owner, 
Judge John Saffin, had published the leading editorial refuting Samuel 
Sewall's anti-slavery tract. Adam claimed that Saffin, also a slave trader, 
had promised him his freedom but then reneged on that promise. The 
courts freed Adam after two years of litigation. Adam's case was indicative
Manliness & Civilization: A Cultural H istory o f Gender and Race in the United States, 
1880-1917. Women in Culture and Society edited by Catherine R. Stimpson (Chicago, 111.: 
University of Chicago Press, 1995).
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of most of the cases to emerge for the next seventy or eighty years, because 
his case did not debate the validity of slavery as an institution but the 
questionable enslavement of Adam himself. Thus, the first slaves usually 
sued for manumission on technical grounds such as unclear wording, 
promises made, or validity of ownership titles, not on the legality or 
morality of slavery.
Although successful, Adam v. Saffin did not signal the collapse of 
slavery. In fact, enslaved Africans entered the court infrequently until the 
late eighteenth century. N ot until Slew v. Whipple (1766) did a new era 
dawn for blacks in Massachusetts courts, for after 1766, the number of 
enslaved men and wom en who sued their masters escalated. In addition, 
these first cases in the late eighteenth century shared a common strategy. 
As would be common for the next few years, Slew's lawyer focused not on 
the legality of slavery but on the legality Slew's enslavement. Her lawyer 
stated his intentions clearly. "I shall not enter into the Right of some Men 
to enslave others."80 Since these cases came before the court during the 
earlier years of the revolutionary era, their performance before the court at 
this point had to be conservative. Slew's lawyer, as a result, intended to 
show that Whipple could not enslave Slew on the basis that she was a free 
woman. It turns out that although her father was a slave, her mother had 
been a free white woman. Since slave status was inherited through the 
mother, not the father, Slew should have been free.81 She lost her suit in
“ L. Kinvin Wroth & Hiller B. Zobel (eds.), Legal Papers of John Adams: Volume 2: 
Cases 31-62. The Adams Papers edited by L. H. Butterfield, Series III (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1965), 54.
81 John Adams said that Slew's case was the first of the sort which he attended but 
had "heard there have been many" before. There is a hint of earlier case in which an 
enslaved woman sued her master in the notes taken by John Adams on the proceedings of 
Slew vs. Whipple. "In the Case of the East Indian at Charlestown they pleaded in Bar 
that she was a slave, and produced a Bill of Sale." Moore, Notes, 112. Wroth & Zobel
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inferior court, but she appealed and won in superior court. As a result, 
the jury at the Essex Superior Court in Salem, Massachusetts found her to 
be free and awarded her £4 in damages plus court fees. 82
John Adams reported on and participated in several freedom suits 
and his reports show that the enslaved African plaintiffs moved 
increasingly from suing for only their own cases to a wholesale 
condemnation of slavery. The attempts, however, to free the enslaved 
plaintiffs purely on the basis of an anti-slavery appeal would not succeed. 
In fact, an early case, Newport v. Billing (1768), would unsuccessfully 
attempt to denounce the institution of slavery. In arguing for his client, 
Newport7s lawyer, Jonathan Sewall, evoked enlightenment values 
including "common Justice, and eternal Morality" and referred to the 
opinions of Voltaire and Montesquieu on slavery.83 Unfortunately, 
Sewall's defense did not go beyond these lofty values, and Newport lost 
his case. The jury was clearly not willing to free a slave on the grounds of 
human rights.
While details are missing, lawyers of the following cases, Margaret 
v. M uzzy  (1768), Caesar v. Taylor and Caesar v. Watson (1771), did not 
seem to argue on behalf of enlightenment values to win. Each case had 
particular circumstances which afforded them freedom. According to 
Margaret's plea, for example, her purported master, William Muzzy, had 
basically kidnapped her, a free woman, and enslaved her about a year 
earlier. She won her freedom, as well as money for damages and court 
costs. Coincidentally, it appears that both Caesar cases also won on the
(eds.), Legal Papers of John Adams, 49, 54.
82Wroth & Zobel (eds.), Legal Papers o f John Adams, 49, 54.
^Wroth & Zobel (eds.), Legal Papers of John Adams, 57.
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basis of a technicality. In fact, in both cases, the Caesar had supposedly 
purchased their freedom, yet their masters refused to free them despite the 
fact that they had fulfilled their parts of the agreement.84 And, the Caesars 
won. Technical cases for freedom seemed to only be acceptable.
A 1769 case, James v. Lechmere, however, began to argue against the 
institution of slavery. James, an enslaved African, filed a suit against 
Richard Lechmere "in trespass for assault and battery, and imprisoning 
and holding the plaintiff."85 He also won. In 1863, a "Mr. Washburn" 
gave a paper to the Massachusetts Historical Society in which he expressed 
that James v. Lechmere was a turning point case.86 The court had begun 
to react to the language of natural rights and Enlightenment, and so the 
enslaved and their lawyers pushed their performance further by testing a 
full scale assault on the institution of slavery.
While slavery as an institution continued, the Sommer sett case 
(1772) in England offered an ambiguous precedent for a legal attack on 
slavery itself. Charles Stewart purchased James Sommersett in Virginia, 
traveled with him and ended up living in England.87 When the enslaved 
man ran away, his master sent agents to catch him and to send him to 
work in Jamaica. Thomas Watkins, Elizabeth Cade, and John Marlow, 
three concerned English abolitionists, "submitted affidavits in support of a 
motion to Lord Mansfield" to interject in the abduction of Sommersett. 
Not only did this case question the validity of slavery in England, it could
“Wroth & Zobel, Legal Papers o f John Adams, 50-51.
^Higginbotham, In the Matter o f Color, 84. John Adams did not attend this case
either.
“ MHS Proceedings 1863-1864, p. 322. This could have been Emory Washburn who 
wrote local histories in Massachusetts. Wroth & Zobel, Legal Papers of John Adams, 59-63.
87Historian George Moore suggests that before living in the Virginia, Sommersetts' 
master owned him in Massachusetts.
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have affected the ability to travel within England with an enslaved person, 
and the legality of slavery in England's colonies. After listening to 
extensive debate on both sides, in 1771, Lord Mansfield tried to form a 
compromise with his decision. In his decision, he stated that slavery had 
to be sanctioned at the local governmental level. As a result, slavery could 
be outlawed in England, for lack of a positive law, since England had no 
law on the books which legalized it as an institution; moreover, England's 
jurisdiction was limited to its own borders and did not have to enforce the 
law of another jurisdiction. Thus, the decision had no affect on the 
existence of slavery in England's colonies or any other nation. In the end, 
therefore, Sommersett and other enslaved men and wom en in England 
could not be forced out of England and could live there as free people, but 
enslaved people in England's colonies remained enslaved.88
Sommersett also had a great impact on colonial public opinion 
when Francis Hargrave published a pamphlet about the case and 
distributed it in the colonies. Hargrave's 1774 publication of the argument 
on behalf of Sommersett added another important strain to the debate on 
slavery in Massachusetts. More significantly, Hargrave's pamphlet 
popularized the case and persuaded many Massachusetts residents, 
including its enslaved residents, of a legal precident for abolishing slavery. 
In fact, Jeremy Belknap noted that the publication of the pamphlet on 
Sommersett became well-known and even propelled enslaved men and 
women in Massachusetts to sue their masters.89
^Francis Hargrave, An Argument in the Case o f James Som m ersett, a Negro, Lately 
Distinguished at the Court o f King's Bench: Wherein it is attempted to demonstrate the 
present unlawfulness o f Domestic Slavery in England, reprint (Boston: E. Russell, 1774), 3- 
4; Higginbotham, In the Matter of Color, 333-335, 354.
89Hall, The Magic Mirror, 130, 137-140; MHS, Colls. 4 (1st Ser.) (1795-1835), 202.
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Sommersett's effect on Massachusetts law was initially visible 
when Caesar Hendrick sued his master. In 1773, the lawyer of Caesar 
Hendrick used a loose reading of Sommersett's decision to support the 
freeing of Hendrick from his master Richard Greenleaf. Hendrick's lawyer 
argued that the "Somersett case shews everyone setting his foot on English 
ground to be free, wherever he came from."90 Despite the shoddy reading 
of the decision by his lawyer, Hendrick won his freedom, plus £18 in 
damages. After 1773, freedom suits increased to the point of virtually 
ending slavery in Massachusetts. Adams wrote that he "never knew a 
jury, by a verdict to determine a negro to be a slave. They always found 
them free."91 The constant success of enslaved African-Americans in 
court forced many slaveowners to free any slave who claimed freedom; 
the costs of taking the slave to court was too high.92
Despite individual successes a full attack on slavery was still not 
possible until there was a change in the state government. Not until this 
point did enslaved men and women and their white lawyers finally feel it 
was the right time to test, to the fullest extent, the devotion that the state 
government held for natural rights. It was the 1781 case of Mum Bett 
which took advantage of that change creating "the turning point of legal 
decision."93 By this time, Massachusetts' new Constitution as a state 
independent of England was a year old. In the Massachusetts 
Constitution, slavery was not mentioned but the document did contain an
9aWroth & Zobel, Legal Papers o f John Adams, 64-67.
^Certainly his memory was a little short-sighted since he had participated on 
behalf of the defendant in a case in which the slave did not win.
92Coffin, A Sketch o f the History of Newbury, 241, 339; Edgar J. Me Manus, Black 
Bondage in the North (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1973), 149; Greene, The 
Negro in Colonial New England, 296; Zilversmit, The First Emancipation, 103-105;
Litwack, North of Slavery, 10.
^Moore, Notes on the H istory of Slavery in Massachusetts, 210.
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ambiguous statement that all men were free and equal by birth. The Bill 
of Rights for Virginia and the Declaration of Independence, however, both 
had similar statements, yet that did not mean that either document freed 
enslaved men and women in Virginia. Theodore Sedgwick, Freeman's 
lawyer, decided to test the meaning of the Massachusetts Constitution.94
When Mum Bett sued her master, John Ashley, for freedom in 
1781, it seems clear that she understood the value of liberty to 
Massachusetts' citizens. Her testimony stated that she had been exposed to 
Revolutionary rhetoric in her master's living room. Ashley hosted 
several meetings just before the Revolution at his house in Sheffield, 
Massachusetts where he and others drafted a declaration of freedom from 
England. Furthermore, Bett told the court that she listened to the ideas 
discussed at the meetings, and when her mistress struck her with a 
kitchen shovel in 1781, she went to Theodore Sedgwick to discuss suing 
for her freedom. Sedgwick agreed to litigate for Mum Bett and another 
slave, Brom, who joined in the case. Sedgwick argued that no 
Massachusetts law advocated slavery and that slavery could not exist 
under the new Constitution. Bett won. She received 30 shillings, changed 
her name to Elizabeth Freeman, and became the paid servant of her 
lawyer, Theodore Sedgwick. Once freed, she also married and had 
children and grandchildren. Mum Bett took advantage of the changes 
wrought by the Revolution and the flexibility of the judicial system. Her 
story and testimony shows her comprehension of Revolutionary values 
and her ability to use that knowledge in the courtroom.95
^Zilversmit, The First Emancipation, 112.
95Swar», "The Slave Who Sued for Freedom, " 51-55; Harold W. Felton, Mumbet The 
Story of Elizabeth Freeman (New York: Dodd, Mead& Co., 1970), 24, 40.
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Two years later, Quock Walker, an enslaved man, finally heard a 
verdict on his two-year-old case before Chief Justice William Cushing. His 
case reinforced and extended Mum Bett's precedent leading to the end of 
slavery in Massachusetts. Because this case was settled in the Supreme 
Court of Judicature, it held particularly strong precedential power, 
especially since it attacked slavery at its foundation. Quock's lawyer, Levi 
Lincoln, argued when his "master" beat him, his master was not beating a 
slave but a free man. In the highly publicized case, Lincoln contended that 
the new state constitution said nothing about slavery and, in fact, claimed 
that "all men are born free and equal."96 Consequently, Chief Justice 
Cushing instructed the jury to free Walker, and they did so. The case 
unequivocally proclaimed that slavery was illegal in Massachusetts.97
By 1783, enslaved Africans had ended slavery in Massachusetts for 
several reasons. First, they were not satisfied with their situation. Being 
enslaved in Massachusetts, as in all other regions, was humiliating and 
threatened basic necessities such as personal safety and ability to have a 
family. Second, the enslaved in Massachusetts, as shown above, learned 
to thoroughly understand their master's culture. And in recognizing their 
owners' values, the enslaved men and wom en comprehended that the 
institution of slavery did not agree with those values. In fact, whites in 
Massachusetts were even realizing this contradiction and critiquing the 
institution. Discussion, though little action, about the morality and 
appropriateness of slavery in Massachusetts blossomed during the 
Revolutionary era. Clearly, enslaved men and women recognized that the
96 MHS Collections, "The Brief of Levi Lincoln" Vol. 3, Fifth Series, 438-442.
97 Zilversmit, The First Emancipation, 113-115; Catterall, Judicial Cases Concerning 
American Slavery and the Negro, 479-481; The Massachusetts Constitution o f 1780; 
Higginbotham, In the Matter of Color, 95.
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some of their masters' peers did not condone slavery, so they pushed, 
through petitions and lawsuits, these peers to take action against their 
masters and the institution of slavery. These court cases, if seen as a series 
of performances pushing public debate toward the abolition of slavery, 
show not that early cases did not hope to end slavery, but that the 
enslaved and their lawyers recognized the limitations of such radical 
statements and asked for what was attainable, individual freedom. W hile 
many of these efforts seemed to promote little change by themselves, the 
cumulative effect of these efforts was the abolition of slavery.
Enslaved wom en played a prominent role in this movement 
because they brought their cases up individually. Women could take 
leading roles because there was no competition for rights, a voice, or 
freedom with other enslaved people. As an individual act, a woman's 
lawsuit did not prevent a man from suing for his own freedom. Black 
Election Days and petition drives, in contrast, were group actions. Men 
who had little opportunity to voice their concerns, in the first place, were 
probably less willing to share it. Moreover, men greatly outnumbered 
women and had more access to public space and greater opportunity to use 
that space to plan events, such as Black Election Day.
Moreover, these cases are interesting because w e learn more about 
the mind of enslaved women in Revolutionary Massachusetts. Of the few  
cases that are known of now, the four women who brought forth their 
cases, especially Elizabeth Freeman, did not accept their bondage and made 
that clear. Freeman's experience in court revealed to us her inner 
thoughts and opinions on slavery. Not only are w e aware of her 
disgruntlement with her status as an enslaved woman, we are able to also
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understand more about the sources of her cultural background, 
intelligence, and courage. While the violent acts of private resistance by 
wom en like Phyllis who murdered her master begin to tell that story, the 
court cases more eloquently and thoroughly explain their actions, and in 
the end, the court cases ended slavery.
Group Forms of Resistance
To recap, the institution of slavery in Massachusetts did not 
necessarily lead to the subordination of black women to black men. 
Furthermore, black wom en and men both played equally important roles 
in all forms of individual resistance. One type of resistance to slavery, 
however, did find men playing a dominant role — namely, public 
resistance by groups.
The development of group public resistance may seem surprising 
given the small black population of Massachusetts and their isolation. But 
three factors helped to provide opportunities for such forms of resistance. 
First, the Africans from Massachusetts had developed their own culture, a 
culture part of the black Atlantic. Black men and woman took from this 
culture a basis for unity thus encouraging more people to participate in 
resistance. Moreover, acts of public resistance crucially contributed to the 
developing African-American culture. Second, opportunities arose from 
the ideology of slavery in Massachusetts. Enslaved Africans took 
advantage of the "civilizing" goals of slaveowners in order to use public 
space. Lastly, the urban focus of Massachusetts slavery, concentrated the 
small number of enslaved men in the colony to foster such a culture.
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The foundation of black culture in Massachusetts was an 
identification with Africa. Often rejecting the English term — Negro, 
blacks in Massachusetts usually identified themselves as "Africans." 
Enslaved blacks, for instance, referred to themselves as African in many of 
the petitions that they sent to the Massachusetts legislature.98 In the same 
manner, black organizations took on names like the African Lodge. 
Moreover, many saw Africa as a homeland. The writerof an editorial to 
The Massachusetts Spy, for example, referred to himself as "An 
AFRICAN" and signed the piece, "A Son of Africa."99 Even Phillis 
Wheatley, who at the age of fourteen referred to Africa as the "dark abode" 
and the "sable Land of error's darkest night," later referred to blacks as 
Africans and Africa as the land of her mother and father and as an 
"Eden."100 Furthermore, Africans in Massachusetts often petitioned to 
return to their homeland. One petition for abolition suggested that they 
would "procure money to transport ourselves to some part of the coast of 
Africa."101 Later, in 1787, Prince Hall would petition Massachusetts for 
financial support to return all blacks in Massachusetts to Africa. Paul 
« Cuffee, a black sea captain and local leader, would make another effort to 
set up a settlement in Sierra Leone beginning in 1812.102
98For example see: "Letter to the Representative from the town of Thompson, 1773" 
as printed in Twombly, "Black Resistance," 44; "To the honourable his Majesty's Council, 
1774" as printed in Twombly, "Black Resistance," 47.
""For the Massachusetts Spy," as printed in Twombly, "Black Resistance," 48-49.
100Phillis Wheatley, "To the University of Cambridge" 1767. As reproduced in 
Kaplan, Black Presence, 152; Phillis Wheatley, "An Elegaiac Poem, On the Death of ... 
George Whitefield", 1770; As reproduced in Kaplan, Black Presence, 154. Kaplan, Black 
Presence, 156, 162.
101 "Circular Letter "in behalf of our fellow slaves in this province, and by order of 
their Committee." April 20, 1773, as reproduced in Kaplan, Black Presence, 12.
102Kaplan, Black Presence, 187-189.
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Africa was important to the imagination of blacks, although they 
had been greatly affected by the English culture in Massachusetts. Africa 
was rarely a geographical location, for the "Africans" of Massachusetts, 
came from a variety of diverse peoples in different locations on the 
continent of Africa. Therefore, it is not helpful to think of their retention 
of cultural artifacts from their ancestors as Africanisms. African and 
European cultures both worked into their emerging culture. 
Anthropologists Richard Price and Sidney Mintz suggest in The Birth of 
African-American Culture that African American culture was created 
under the conditions of slavery and, therefore, could not retain all aspects 
of the old "African" culture. Different regions had varying forms of 
slavery, and thus African American culture varied region to region. 
Sociologist Paul Gilroy agrees with Mintz and Price in that there was no 
authentic "African" culture that enslaved peoples transferred to America. 
Gilroy, though, goes further and discusses the development of this new  
culture that African Americans molded for themselves. Calling his model 
the "Black Atlantic," he rejects an imaginary Africa-based culture in favor 
of a hybrid Atlantic-based culture which drew from different regions of 
African life in the Atlantic, such as Brazil, Sierra Leone, England, Virginia, 
and Massachusetts. This culture engulfed European and African strains to 
create a new culture. Members of the Black Atlantic possessed a double 
consciousness by being both black and American or European. Moreover, 
he shows that blacks from each region developed their own culture, but 
that those regional cultures were shared by the constant cultural
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interchange over the Atlantic through modernization, colonialism, and 
the growth of trade.103
The ongoing creation of this Black Atlantic culture in Massachusetts 
proved critical to the development of group public protest. Black Atlantic 
culture in Massachusetts led to the transformation of English institutions. 
For example, blacks became Christians but had their own churches when 
possible. Christianity was a primary focus for African poets Phillis 
Wheatley and Jupiter Hammon. In addition, baptized Africans were 
common. Many of the efforts to convert enslaved Africans worked 
though not always in the manner desired by their converters. When 
enslaved women and men became free, the numbers of African churches 
grew, for blacks not only saw themselves as Christian but as African 
Christians. Free blacks also created African lodges. In 1775, fourteen 
African men, led by Prince Hall, looked to the English organization, the 
Masons, to organize themselves, but made it African by calling it the 
African Lodge.104
In Massachusetts and other English Northern colonies, Black 
Atlantic culture primarily materialized in the form of public displays of 
protest. In part, the greater possibility of public group protest in the North 
was due to the fact that most enslaved men lived and worked in urban 
areas. Many enslaved African men worked in the public spaces of larger 
towns toiling in factories, shops and as skilled laborers such as carpenters
103Sidney W. Mintz & Richard Price, The Birth of African-American Culture: An 
Anthropological Perspective (Boston: Beacon Press, 1976); Paid Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: 
M odernity andDouble Counsciousness (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1993).
104Gilroy, Black Atlantic, 150; "The Petition of a Grate Number of Blackes of the 
Province" May 25, 1774, Collections o f the Massachusetts Historical Society, Volume 3,
Fifth Series. (Boston: Massachusetts Historical Society, 1877) 432-434; Kaplan, Black 
Presence, 183.
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and blacksmiths. Because of the public nature of their work and their 
more extensive interaction with a wider array of free and enslaved blacks 
than their Southern counterparts on isolated plantations, black men in 
these areas could more easily arrange meetings and carry out celebrations. 
Like the enslaved Africans of urban areas in the South, enslaved 
Northern African Americans developed vibrant black communities.105
Moreover, in the North, and especially in Massachusetts, the 
ideology of slavery gave enslaved Africans more opportunity to publicly 
resist their enslavement. While slavery was important and profitable to 
Massachusetts, its economy did not rely on the enslavement of men and 
wom en to survive. As a result, critiques of slavery were not completely 
stifled. Moreover, since Mather and other leaders of Massachusetts 
viewed slavery as a civilizing mission, white leaders felt that they could 
not limit blacks or Indians access to their colonial institutions. Therefore, 
unlike the South, many Northern colonies allowed blacks, free and 
enslaved, some ability to act like "civilized" or Anglo men and women.
In many instances, that meant that they allowed enslaved Africans to 
participate in ceremonies like Black Election Day which they saw as an 
impotent "emulation and imitation" of white practices.106 Massachusetts, 
in addition, granted enslaved Africans the most rights of the English 
colonies. Massachusetts law gave blacks full rights to the court except as 
jurors. In addition, although blacks could not vote, Massachusetts law did 
not limit their ability to express their desires through petitions.
l05Southem cities preferred vibrant black communities. Savannah, South Carolina, 
for example, would establish one of the first black churches, the First African Baptist 
Church in 1788. Other Southern towns, such as Petersburg and Gloucester in Virginia, had 
also built congregations. Kaplan, The Black Presence, 78-80.
106Henry Reed Stiles The H istory o f Ancient Windsor, Connecticut including East 
Windsor, South Windsor, and Ellington (New York: CB Norton, 1859).
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African Americans in Massachusetts took advantage of these 
opportunities to draw out contradictions between the Massachusetts 
ideology of slavery and the reality of slavery. Outside of the courts, black 
men in Massachusetts directly voiced their disgust with slavery in written 
forms such as petitions and editorials. In less direct ways, black men 
resisted their enslavement through public performances on the streets and 
in the commons of Massachusetts towns. Instead of purely confirming 
their progress towards "civilization," blacks transformed the meaning of 
their performance into a critique of slavery, their second-class citizenship, 
and of the civilizing ideal itself. In other words, black public resistance 
attacked the contradictions in the underlying philosophy of 
Massachusetts' society instead of praising its achievements. Enslaved 
Africans' efforts forced white Massachusetts citizens to grapple with these 
contradictions and eventually to abandon slavery, if not black people's 
second-class status.
Like the court cases, James Scott's concept of a public transcript is 
useful in understanding group public resistance in terms of 
"performance." While whites largely controlled the setting in the 
courtroom and were the principal actors, black men, mostly enslaved black 
men, controlled and were the principal actors in group public resistance. 
Nonetheless, whites were still dominant, for they had to grant the right to 
use public space and had to give their slaves leave to attend the activities. 
However, beyond that, whites usually had little input into the activities 
themselves. Black men, free and enslaved, in contrast, were the principal 
organizers and participants of group resistance activities. At the same 
time, the black participants acted in deliberate ways in order to "keep the
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whites off their backs" and to continue to allow the enslaved Africans to 
have the opportunity and the right to gather in public spaces. As a result, 
whites did not always see these group displays as a form of resistance. 
Indeed, black organizers probably designed these displays to convince 
white observers that it was not resistance. James Scott, in fact, contends 
that it "is frequently in the interest of both parties to tacitly conspire in 
m isrepresentation/'107 Scott's theories go further and suggest that 
underneath the performance given for the white slaveowners and 
observers another transcript exists, the hidden transcript. The hidden 
transcript "characterize^] discourse that takes place 'offstage,' beyond direct 
observation by powerholders."108 Within this hidden transcript, black 
organizers seemed to have a separate agenda for the black participants. 
Black Atlantic characteristics in the events evoked for the enslaved 
African participants a message of unity and resistance against their white 
captors. The understanding of these events as performances changes our 
view  of Black Election Days, Training Days, petition drives, and funerals 
from a two- dimensional imitation of English traditions to a deliberate 
fascade for white observers with a deeper set of meanings for the black 
participants. Ultimately, then, this multifaceted approach can reveal the 
goals and implications of Black Election Days, Training Days, funerals, and 
petition drives.
Few acts better illustrate the use of public space as performance than 
funerals. Black funerals in Boston, for example, drew a very large number 
of participants. One black woman's funeral ceremony brought out over 
two hundred and seventy African women and men, while over one
107 Scott, Domination and the Arts o f Resistance, 2.
108 Scott, Domination and the A rts o f Resistance, 4.
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hundred and fifty attended the funeral of a black man.109 Whites 
scrutinized these ceremonies and reported them in newspapers. In the 
articles, they disclosed their concern for the behavior of the Africans. One 
white reporter highlighted the fine clothing of the participants, the 
ranking of status among blacks, and the orderly nature of the proceedings. 
Their orderly behavior met the expectations of whites, however other 
observers of black funerals reported that the behavior of Africans "aped 
the manners of the whites."110 When William Bentley referred to their 
behavior in terms of having "aped" white conduct, not only did he make 
remark about his perception of enslaved Africans as beastial, but he also 
showed one reason why whites were not threatened by black activities.
The activities, in Bentley's eyes, were a harmless and crude imitation of 
white manners. By imitating white behavior in this unrefined way, 
enslaved Africans affirmed to white observers that the enslaved had 
achieved an appropriate level of acculturation, however not to the point 
that whites would expect that these blacks should be equal members of 
society. In fact, the white reporters felt so little threat much so that they 
noted their sympathy by agreeing that "his Death [was] much lamented."111 
Having recieved the sympathy of the whites, black organizers achieved 
white approval of self-administered funerals.
Moreover, in the reporters' descriptions, w e can also see how the 
black organizers attempted not only to appease white observers but also to 
make the funeral an event for Africans in Massachusetts. As Gilroy's
10T h e 270 participants would equal approximately 20 percent of the African 
population in Boston.
11(W illiam Bentley. The Diary of William Bentley, D.D. Pastor o f the East Church 
Salem, Massachusetts, 4 vols. (Salem, Mass:The Essex Institute, 1905), II, 235.
111 As reprinted in Twombly, "Black Resistance to Slavery in Massachusetts," 55.
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Black Atlantic culture suggests, blacks in Massachusetts created a culture 
that was not purely English. Enslaved Africans attempted to repudiate the 
Anglo influence by bringing in cultural elements from their past in Africa. 
And when examining West African burial traditions, the dual intentions 
of the black organizers reveals itself. In a discussion of West African 
burial traditions, for example, historian Robert Twombly argued that 
Africans in Massachusetts restrained from the traditional singing and 
dancing which accompanied many West African funeral ceremonies, 
since laws in Boston considered singing and dancing disorderly. By 
complying with the law, the Africans were able to maintain autonomy 
over the event. However, like most of the public behavior of Africans in 
Massachusetts, the African participants read performance differently than 
the whites. While they could not sing and dance, many of the qualities 
that whites associated with their "civilization" — such as the fine clothes 
and prominent hierarchies — also typically occurred in West African 
funerals.112 While details do not exist, black organizers probably instituted 
those elements of the funeral which looked awkward to Bentley as African 
adaptions. Consequently, the performances in public by Massachusetts 
Africans was a delicate balance between keeping peaceful relations with 
whites and quietly attaining the freedom to do things their own way.
And, as a result, the Massachusetts blacks created a culture that 
incorporated both their African past and the Anglo present.
Other activities by blacks in public reinforced these goals, such as 
Training Day. Training Day was a semi-annual event at which local 
militias would train. Also known as muster day, the event was also a
112Twombly, "Black Resistance to Slavery in Massachusetts/' 22; Melville J. 
Herskovits, The M yth of the Negro Past. (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1941), 198.
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secular holiday where town inhabitants would gather to observe military 
drills/ weapon inspections, and battle enactments. Historians felt that it 
held significance for the white participants on a variety of levels. Most 
obviously, the military display was supposed to strengthen local defense. 
But as contemporary accounts made clear, the military atmosphere and 
training were lax during peacetime which led historians to examine the 
social functions of muster day. Specifically, the spectacle reinforced social 
hierarchies as the wealthiest, most powerful men held the highest 
positions, as well as serve as a test of town citizenship and service, and 
inspire town unity and patriotism. Furthermore, the large crowds 
encouraged commercial trade.113
While African men were not formal participants in these muster 
days, they took part in the proceedings. In some towns, like Rowley, 
Massachusetts, black men would mimic white Training Day proceedings. 
Men dominated these activities. The enslaved and free men would gather 
dressed in military garb and drill, more than likely without guns. The 
transplanted Africans did not precisely imitate their white counterparts 
but included singing and dancing in their drills as well as mocking the 
white militia groups. Nonetheless, it appears that these exercises were a 
test of citizenship.114 Not only did African men in Massachusetts dress in
113Ronald L. Boucher, "The Colonial Militia as a Social Institution: Salem, 
Massachusetts 1764-1775." M ilitary Affairs 37 (1973) 125-127; H. Telfer Mook, "Training 
Day in N ew  England." New England Quarterly 11 (1938) 680, 682, 685, 687,691, 696-697; For 
further reading on training days, please see: Lyle D. Brundage, "The Organization, 
Administration, and Training of the United States Ordinary and Volunteer Militia, 1792- 
1861" (Ph.D. Diss., University of Michigan, 1958); Stewart L. Gates, "Disorder and Sovial 
Organization: The Militia in Connecticut Public Life, 1660-1860."( Ph.D. Diss., University 
of Connecticut, 1975); David W. Cole, "The Organization and Administration of the South 
Carolina Militia System, 1670-1783." (Ph.D. Diss., University of South Carolina, 1953); 
Harold E. Selesky, War and Society in Colonial Connecticut (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 
University Press, 1990).
114Amos Everett Jewett and Emily Mabel Adams Jewett, Rowley, Massachusetts 'Mr.
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uniforms and do drills designed for colony militias, they proved that they 
took their training seriously when many black men, free and enslaved, 
signed on to fight in the American Revolution and other earlier colonial
115wars.
Black elections were the most politically challenging public 
performances by the black male community. Black men and women from 
most Northern colonies, both free and enslaved, took part in Black 
Election Days which coincided with the colonies' annual general elections. 
Massachusetts towns like Danvers, Lynn, Salem, North Bridgewater, and 
Boston observed the black celebration along with the whites' election on 
the last Wednesday in May. These informal affairs varied from place to 
place, but usually took more than one day. The decisions of how to run 
the election day ritual were up to the black governor and his supporters. 
This responsibility made these ceremonies different than Southern 
festivals like corn shuckings since the Southern master controlled those 
festivities. The black governor and his supporters ran the elections in 
Massachusetts. Moreover, the focus of the festivals was not a celebration 
of their labor for their masters but of their own ability to "govern." In 
these multiple day ceremonies, men and women would first lobby for 
their favorite candidate. While Africans in some Northern colonies 
elected a King, in Massachusetts, tradition held that the black participants
Ezechi Rogers Plantation, 1639-1850 (Rowley, Mass.: The Jewett Family of America, 1946), 
220; Shane White '"It was a Proud Day:' African Americans, Festivals, and Parades in the 
North, 1741-1834"Journal of American H istory (June, 1994), 18-19.
115It is difficult to get an exact count for the number of African American men in the 
war since many rolls did not include race. Nonetheless, historian Benjamin Quarles 
thought that despite the small black population, N ew  England provided the most black 
soldiers for both sides of the conflict. Although Massachusetts outlawed blacks and 
Indians from enslisting, muster masters ignored the law. By 1777, Massachusetts revoked 
the law. Benjamin Quarles, The Negro In the American Revolution, (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Co., 1961), viii, 54, 72.
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vote for a black governor. While both free and enslaved black men voted, 
m ost governors were enslaved men.116 After the men voted, the crowd 
inaugurated the new governor, honoring him with a parade and a 
banquet topped off with beer drinking and the eating of an "election cake." 
Some towns also had a ball. The elected governor performed no formal 
duties, but some governors may have possessed informal power within 
the black community. In a town history of Windsor, Connecticut, Henry 
Reed Stiles reported that the governor "would settle all grave disputes in 
the last resort, questioned conduct, and imposed penalties and 
punishments sometimes for vice or m isconduct/'117
White masters and the white community generally supported the 
event. Despite its political undertone, masters allowed Black Election Day 
to display their "civilized" slaves to other whites. Therefore, many white 
masters would allow their enslaved men and women a few days off to go 
to town and participate in the activities. Moreover, the masters would 
frequently give their slaves lavish clothing to wear. Perhaps this lending 
also encouraged their enslaved men and women to mimic Anglo culture. 
Historian Melvin Wade described how rivalries developed between 
masters to outfit their enslaved men and women in the finest clothing.
116It is not illogical that enslaved men would dominate the gubinatorial office. 
Historian Melvin Wade, for example, described this event as a competition between white 
masters. If that is so, these masters might be willing to give their slaves some resources 
like time, clothing, and money that might be more scarce for an independant free black.
117 Melvin Wade, '“Shining in Borrowed Plumage': Affirmation of Community in 
the Black Coronation Festivals of N ew  England, ca 1750-1850" in Material Life in America, 
1600-1860 St. George, Robert Blair (ed.) (Boston, Ma.: Northeastern University Press,
1988), 179; Bentley, The Diary o f William Bentley, D. D. Vol. 4, 457; Benjamin Lynde and 
Benjamin Lynde Jr. The Diaries of Benjamin Lynde and of Benjamin Lynde Jr. with an 
Appendix (Boston: Privately Printed, 1880), 109; Stiles, A H istory o f Ancient Windsor 
Connecticut, 491. Unfortunately, there are no direct sources regarding the governors' power. 
Stories of their power come from lines such as the one above in town histories. It would be 
facinating to understand the extent of their power and to analyze the administration of it.
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The location of this event further demonstrates the white community's 
support for it would take place on some of the most sacred political 
grounds in the town. In Boston, for example, white leaders gave the 
blacks use of the Boston Common. In addition, within his purview the 
governor was well respected by whites and blacks. In Derby, Connecticut, 
for instance, the master of Quosh, an enslaved man who held the position 
of Governor for several years, freed him and gave him and his wife a 
house, land, and supplies to farm the land.118
Blacks took advantage of the election day stage, moreover, to prove 
that they deserved citizenship. To do so, Black Election Day emulated the 
organization of the colony's election. The lobbying and politicking before 
the election, the actual balloting, and the inaugural events all mirrored 
their white counterparts. Black women, therefore, could not vote, because 
white wom en did not have the right to vote. Moreover, the black 
participants made an effort to display themselves in their finest clothing. 
The flourish surrounding the governor demonstrated that he held an 
important role in the proceedings after the balloting. He would, for 
example, ride astride the best horse, decked in elegant clothing, "decorated 
with some of the emblems of royalty," and surrounded by his 
supporters.119 The governor made a lot of effort to substantiate his power 
to both black and white observers in terms that both groups would respect. 
Clearly the Africans worked to set up their elections as an important 
counterpart to the white ones, as if to affirm that they too could participate
118Wade, '"Shining in Borrowed Plumage'" 179; "Dr. Shurtleff address: 'Negro 
Election Day'" Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society 1873-1875 101 Vols. 
(Boston: Published by the Society, 1875), Vol. 13, 45.
119Herbert H. S. Aimes, "African Institutions in America," The Journal o f American 
Folk-lore Vol. 18 (January-March 1905), 17.
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as citizens of Massachusetts.120 In fact, historian Lorenzo Greene compared 
Black Election Days to a "political school wherein the slaves received the 
rudiments of a political education which could be drawn upon once they 
were enfranchised."121
While wom en could not vote in election days, they were integrally 
involved in other ways. One of their more active roles was that of 
lobbyist. Women urged men at the polls to vote for their favorite 
candidate. In addition, women and their children always stood among the 
crowds who attended the parades, banquets, and balls. In some towns, a 
church ceremony commemorated the inauguration; reports describe 
women singing at these occasions as well. Further, the wife of the 
governor usually received special attention and a toast at the election day 
banquet.122 These roles for black wom en mimicked the roles of white 
wom en in Massachusetts politics and, in this way, paralleles the roles of 
white female citizens. Although Black Election Day was an important 
public performance for English citizenship, the event could not have 
survived or prospered without also resting on an African and Black 
Atlantic culture.
Importantly, not only did Black Election Days allow African 
Americans to demonstrate their knowledge of English culture, Black 
Election Days played a critical role in the development of a black
120Some scholars, especially more recent authors, have suggested that perhaps the 
event was a mockery of the white election, that perhaps the African participants did not 
admire the whites but thought that the election and the hoopla surrounding it was 
pointless. Historian Shane White contends that "slaves satirized, parodied, and poked 
fun at themselves and at whites. Shane White, 'It was a Proud Day,' 28-29.
121Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England, 254.
122Piersen, Black Yankees, 121, 123; Jane DeForest Shelton, "The New England 
Negro: A Remnant" Harpers New M onthly Magazine Vol. 80 (March, 1894), 537; Edward A. 
Kendall, Travels Through the Northern Parts o f the United States in 1807 and 1808, 3vols. 
(New York: I. Riley, 1809), Vol. 1, 4.
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Massachusetts culture. In addition to the English elements, Black Election 
Days contained distinctly "African" characteristics. The black participants 
created a hybrid, Black Atlantic culture by conjoining elements of West 
African culture and Anglo American culture. The inaugural parade, for 
example, was an invention of the Africans; white election celebrations did 
not include parades in their festivities. Some scholars have traced similar 
practices to West Africa. Among the West African society, the Ashanti, for 
example, after a presentation of the new leader to the public, there would 
be a parade of the new leader and his advisors. Moreover, while the 
balloting process copied white election procedures, the election of the black 
governor had different meaning for the African-American participants. 
While divisions amongst whites for their elected officials remained after 
elections, black participants showed undivided support for whomever the 
group elected for governor whether or not they cast their ballot for him. 
This unified support for their leaders also had a counterpart in West 
Africa. The Ashanti, for example, also insisted on unanimous support of 
their leaders. Furthermore, among the Ashanti and Massachusetts blacks, 
the leader played more than a governmental role, he also symbolized a 
spiritual tie to their ancestors. Perhaps, for that reason that so many 
elected black governors in Massachusetts boasted of royal blood or strong 
connections to Africa. Lists of governors by contemporaries or town 
historians frequently mention the governors' African link. In Lynn, 
Massachusetts, for example, Pompey boasted of his African royalty. In 
historian William Piersen's list of black governors and kings in New  
England, sixteen out of the thirty-one known leaders associated 
themselves with their African heritage. Africa, as an abstract notion, and
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ties back to Africa seemed to unify black men and women as well as give 
them a basis to differentiate themselves from their white masters' and 
their culture.123
In fact, Black Election Days were part of a black Atlantic culture. The 
Black Election days were not a practice limited to the Northern English 
colonies. Enslaved blacks throughout the Americas also participated in 
similar practices. As part of a wider black culture that brought in elements 
from Africa and various regions of the Americas, Black Election Days were 
not purely an imitation of white practices. Enslaved Africans in Brazil, 
the French West Indies, Cuba, and Jamaica all had large, elaborate 
elections of kings and queens. Moreover, historian William Piersen lists 
over twenty French, Portuguese, Spanish, and English colonies that had 
black royalty or governors.124 Latin and French Election Day ceremonies 
were similar to those found in Massachusetts. Enslaved blacks in these 
locations elected or appointed kings and queens, honored them with an 
inauguration parade, dance, and banquet. The king and queen would be 
lavishly dressed and surrounded by supporters. These leaders also held 
informal powers over the African population. In Cuba, for example, the 
elected black king and queen presided over social activities for the 
enslaved. In St. Lucia they were to censure "any member guilty of 
improper conduct."125 In addition, like the event in Massachusetts, blacks 
united elements of European and African customs to create the Black 
Atlantic culture. In many cases, enslaved Cuban Africans' links to Africa
123Aimes, "African Institutions in America," 16; Wade, "'Shining in Borrowed 
Plumage/" 175, 176; James Newhall, History of Lynn, Massachusetts, 1864-1890 (Lynn, 
Ma.:1890), 236; William D. Piersen, "Afro-American Culture in Eighteenth Century N ew  
England" (Ph.D. diss., Indiana University, 1975), 247-318.
124Piersen, Black Yankees, 128.
125Aimes, "African Institutions in America," 23.
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were tighter because of the constant importation of Africans.126 They 
dressed, danced, and sang in an African manner, for example.127 
Moreover, in some places with very large black populations, like Cuba and 
Brazil, the enslaved Africans might divide themselves by tribe and elect 
several kings and queens to govern over each group.
While there were many similarities between New England black 
elections and those in other parts of the Americas, differences also 
emerged. Perhaps the most important difference was that wom en did not 
share power in Massachusetts. Outside of the Northern English colonies, 
all of the other colonies elected queens in addition to kings. Queens 
would have been a strong link to Africa, for in many African nations there 
were women who held power. In Ashanti societies, for example, the 
"queen-mother" was crucial to the selection of the next chief. However 
this tradition made less sense in Massachusetts. Demographics, in the first 
place, were important, for there were 1.3 men to 1 woman among blacks in 
1770 Massachusetts. Men dominated urban areas even more. In Boston, 
for example, there were 1.54 men for each woman in 1754. Moreover, it 
seems that black men had further license to ignore the minority 
constituency since they were mimicking a male-dominated government. 
In addition, while Spain and Portugual venerated their queens, English 
society moved toward a constitutional monarchy in which men held 
almost all of the power. Men voted, held seats in the parliament, and
126 I think that it is important to emphasize at this point that by the mid­
eighteenth century even the culture of Africans will have been affected by European 
culture. They might be familiar with some European practices. At the same time, each 
region, Africa, North America, Carribean, Spanish-America, Portuguese-America, and 
Europe, all have their own cultures (These all could be broken down even further). As a 
result elements between nations will be similar and borrowing between culture s will occur 
creating what can be recognized as a Black Atlantic culture but with regional differences.
127Piersen, Black Yankees, 125.
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presided over the courts. If a queen headed the English monarchy, her 
power would be limited. In Massachusetts, therefore, the black men 
elected a governor, not a king. 128
Although election days in Massachusetts shared much with other 
Black Election Days in the Atlantic world, the crucial subordination of 
wom en set these Massachusetts celebrations apart and imparted an 
unfortunate legacy for post-emancipation black culture. As a performance, 
women's inferior role was crucial to showing that enslaved Africans had 
become knowledgable of English ways. Because black elections served as 
an audition of sorts for blacks to earn citizenship rights and perhaps their 
freedom, they did not diverge too far from the structure of white elections. 
This audition included excluding wom en from voting and running for 
office. Nonetheless, Black Election Days were not simply a reprise of white 
elections, they were variations in which enslaved blacks added elements 
— "African" elements — to make it their own. The hybridization of the 
European structure and African overlay in addition to the common 
experience of election days in far away places like Antigua, Argentina, and 
Brazil made this ceremony a part of the Black Atlantic culture. While 
many of the goals of Black Election Day were local — local empowerment, 
unity, and freedom — the commonality of the Black Atlantic experience 
shows that their culture stretched beyond the boundaries of the 
Massachusetts Bay colony.
However, the form of group public protest that most excluded 
wom en was written petitions to the colony's House of Representatives. 
Like the freedom suits and Black Election Days, the eight petitions to
128Piersen, Black Yankees, 127, 19; Wade, "'Shining in Borrowed Plumage/" 175.
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Massachusetts officials between 1773 and 1780 were further attempts by 
Africans to negotiate public space and the institutions of Massachusetts to 
achieve freedom. Petitions were a written performance. The black male 
authors of the petitions, who were largely enslaved, sought to intrude 
onto the public space of the Massachusetts House of Representatives, 
forcing Massachusetts' whites to confront both enslaved Africans' desire 
for freedom and their capability for citizenship. The eloquent and formal 
use of English underlined their knowledge of European culture. By 
correctly following the technical motions necessary to submit petitions, 
they also demonstrated their understanding of both law and politics. 
Moreover, the language of the petitions reveal a complex interaction 
between the enslaved petitioners and the colonial government.
This complex interaction becomes clear when comparing these 
petitions to other petitions that were presented by white colonial citizens. 
While the petitions often reflected the conventional language and 
structure of other petitions to colonial legislatures or Parliament, they 
were often more submissive. For example, a 1773 petition described 
further below referred to the petition as "humble" which was a common 
introduction, while using more excessive language in describing the 
officials as "wise and just," "Honorable," humane," and "good."129 Most 
other petitions commonly referred to the officials as honorable, but the 
enslaved Africans made efforts to further accentuate the officials' powerful 
status as opposed their own "servile" status. The enslaved Africans' 
petitions did resemble a very particular type of petition, those to the king. 
A 1775 petition to the King, for instance, began, "To the King's Most
12977ie Appendix...Petition o f the Africans, 10-11.
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Excellent MAJESTY. The humble Petition of the GENERAL ASSEMBLY of the 
Colony of New-York. Most Gracious Soverign, We your Majesty's most 
dutiful and loyal Subjects..." The New York Assembly was clearly 
positioning themselves in a subservient position to the King in this 
petition, just as many of the petitions of enslaved Africans had. This 
subservient stance w ould make the plea of the enslaved Africans more 
acceptable to the white Legislature, and as a result, they would have a 
better chance of success when asking for radical change.130
The language of the first petition on January 6, 1773 was especially 
cautious since it would test white Legislators' tolerance for their cause. 
Signed by "Felix," and addressed to the Governor, "His Majesties Council" 
and to the House of Representatives, the petition used language to protest 
slavery even while acknowledging the subordinate status of the slaves and 
the dominant status of the officials, as shown above.131 Although the 
language was clearly diplomatic, the petition called for the government to
130 "To the King's Most Excellent Majesty, The humble petition of the General 
Assembly of the colony of N ew  York," (New York: Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1775), 1; For 
other examples of petitions see, "To the honourable General Assembly of the state of 
Connecticut...The petition of Robert William Wetmore..." (New Haven: Printed by Tomas 
and Samuel Green, 1798); "To the Representatives of the freemen of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania...the representation and petition of the subscribers, citizens of Pennsylvania" 
(Philadelphia: s.n., 1780?); "To the honorable Jonathan Trumbull, esq., Governor" in 
Collections o f the Massachusetts Historical Society, Fifth Series, Vol. 5, 40-42; "Petition to 
Parliament," "To the Kings most Excellent Majestye," "To ye Right Honorable ye Council of 
Trade"in Collections o f the Massachusetts Historical Society, Fifth Series, Vol. 8, 36- 
37,332-339;"Samuel Sewell (Jr.) and Others to Town of Boston. Petition." in Collections of 
the Massachusetts Historical Society, ftixth Series, Vol. 2, (Boston: Published by the 
Society, 1888) 288-289; Petitions of the Early Inhabitants o f Kentucky to the General 
Assembly of Virginia 1769-1792 edited by James Rood Robertson, series Filson Club 
Publications No. 27, (Louisville, Ky.: John P. Morston and Company, 1914).
131 The Appendix: or, some Observations on the expediency of the Petition of the 
Africans, living in Boston, &c., lately presented to to the General assembly of this 
Province. To which is annexed, the Petition referred to. Likewise, Thoughts on Slavery 
with a use Jul extract from the Massachusetts Spy, of January 28, 1773, by way of an Address 
to the Members of the Assembly. By a Lover of Constitutional Liberty. (Boston: E. Russell, 
1773)10-11.
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abolish slavery — a radical goal. Enslaved black petitioners' strategy was 
not only to show the officials their desire to become active and productive 
citizens but to demonstrate how slavery limited their opportunities. For 
example, they discussed their inability to worship, own property, have a 
family, and be entitled to all rights and duties of citizens of their city and 
nation. The black petition-writers concluded the petition by thanking the 
General Court for the opportunity to petition, assuring the government of 
their peaceful intent, and insisting that they meant no "Wrong or Injury" 
upon their masters. The next petition, later in 1773, also contained 
similarly cautious language and more cautious demands. Rather than an 
immediate abolition of slavery, it suggested that the legislature give all 
enslaved people one day each week to earn their own money to purchase 
their freedom and to travel back to Africa.132
While the early petitions were full of cautious and submissive 
language, later petitioners began to more explicitly challenge their white 
oppressors to see the logic of their demands. Although the petitioners' 
efforts were not directly successful, the performance of the petitions had a 
lasting impact on white Massachusetts culture, altering the discursive 
interactions between Massachusetts officials and enslaved protesters. As 
each petition was sent, considered in the House, and rejected, subsequent 
petitions became more demanding and confident. The changes in the 
nature of the petitions revealed enslaved Africans' increasing confidence 
that their message was affecting white thought. By late 1773, for instance, 
petitions demanded "some compensation for all our toils and sufferings," 
"all the privileges and immunities of its free and natural born subjects,"
132Kaplan, The Black Presence, 10-14.
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and "some part of the unimproved land belonging to the province, for a 
settlem ent/'133 A 1774 petition also moved completely away from 
language of submission and depicted enslaved Africans as being unfairly, 
unvoluntarily enslaved people and offered a plan to give the newly freed 
people the rights and privileges of other citizens and an alternate plan to 
return to Africa upon emancipation. Later petitioners also began to show  
more impatience in their discussion of the ongoing injustice of slavery. 
By 1777, a petition signed by Prince Hall and seven others characterized 
white Revolutionaries as hypocrites who acted "themselves, the part 
which they condemn & oppose in others."134
As the impending revolution inspired white leaders in 
Massachusetts to decry their bondage under the rule of England, the 
petitions began to turn that rhetoric against their slaveowners. An April 
1773 letter sent to a Representative from several enslaved black 
Bostonians referred to the "efforts made by the legislative of this province 
in their last sessions to free themselves from slavery" to segue into their 
own desires to be free. The next petition issued later in 1773 addressed a 
host of Revolutionary values, including "Patriotism," "Virtue," 
"Righteousness," justice, "mercy," and perhaps most importantly 
"liberty."135 A petition sent out in 1774 expanded on the revolutionary 
rhetoric. The 1774 petition discussed the "natural rights" of owning 
property, and being free. Moreover, the petitioners tried to evoke 
sympathy and to reveal inconsistencies in the ideology of slavery by again 
discussing the impossibility of having a family and worshiping god.
133As printed in Twombly, "Black Resistance to Slaveiy," 46.
134Twombly, "Black Resistance to Slavery," 47-48, 52-53.
135 Kaplan, Black Presence, 12-14.
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Clearly these petitioners found a safe way to freely express their 
dissatisfaction with their enslavement and argue for their freedom by 
bombarding officials of Massachusetts with these officials' own words and 
ideals.136
Finally, the development of a black culture in Massachusetts gave 
enslaved men additional confidence to attack slavery. Another theme 
within these petitions, as mentioned earlier, was the presence of Africa. 
While the petitioners clearly used Revolutionary and enlightenment 
language to convince the officials to free them, they did not just imitate 
their masters. They peppered the petitions with references to their 
common African past. The concept of Africa clearly became a way of 
unifying black men and women. One group of petitioners, for example, 
called themselves the "Sons of Africa," two other petitions offered that 
they go back to Africa upon emancipation, and almost all of the petitioners 
referred to themselves as Africans at some point in the text.137
While black men became more confident through public protest, 
women were left out. Group public events in Massachusetts, especially 
those which had political overtones like Black Election Days and petition 
campaigns, excluded or marginalized women. Women were not 
necessarily excluded because African men wanted to intentionally oppress 
women. First, black wom en were simply outnumbered. Men comprised 
over 60% of the population. In addition, enslaved African women, as 
domestic servants, had limited access to public spaces, whereas many men 
worked every day in public locations. More than access to public space,
136Kaplan, Black Presence, 45-47.
137 Kaplan, Black Presence, 10-14, 45-47; Twombly, "Black Resistance to Slavery," 
47-48, 52-53; MHS Collections Vol. 3, Fifth Series, 435-438; The Appendix: or, some 
Observations on the expediency of the Petition of the Africans, 10-11.
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however, these black wom en lived in Massachusetts, a patriarchal, English 
colony with few  public roles for women. The exclusion of black women  
was particularly important since it seems that black men designed many of 
these public displays in order to demonstrate their own ability to 
participate in the official institutions of Massachusetts — places where even 
white women held little power. Perhaps these African men felt that if 
women held important roles, their efforts to attain respect might be 
damaged. These public demonstrations, like Black Election Day, then, 
provide a w indow  into black Massachusetts male domination of the public 
sphere and their occupation of that sphere to obtain respect and freedom.
The Legacy of Resistance
The exclusion and marginalization of black wom en accentuated 
gender divisions in black Massachusetts culture. In continuing to protest 
for black rights, old forms of group public resistance such as petitions,
Black Election Days, and court cases continued. Although marginalized in 
public arenas except courts, a small number of women continued to resist 
their second class status. But even the courts slowly closed their doors to 
black women by the early nineteenth century, leaving women without a 
public voice.
For men, the tradition of Black Election Day continued after the 
abolition of slavery in Massachusetts. While the celebration did not hold 
as much significance as when most of the participants were slaves, black 
men generally could not vote until 1790, and once they had the right to 
vote, the electorate was not electing black men to office.138 Therefore, the
138James Oliver Horton and Lois E. Horton. Black Bostonians: Family Life and 
Community Struggle in the Antebellum North (New York: Holmes & Meier Publishers,
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celebration still gave African Americans involved a feeling of unity and 
power that they did not otherwise have. Nonetheless, the event moved 
away from mirroring the white election process and instead focused upon 
the more African elements, especially the parade. Parades spread to other 
celebrations. A celebration of the abolition of slavery, for instance, became 
an annual event.139
Fraternal organizations also gave black men opportunity to come 
together and to gain some local power. At a point when most black men 
in Massachusetts were still enslaved, for instance, a freedman, Prince Hall, 
began the first fraternal organization. In 1775, he and fourteen other black 
men organized an army lodge of Free and Accepted Masons, called the 
African Lodge, to bring men together '"for the mutual benefit of each 
, other/'140 The organization was loosely held together through the late 
1770's but by 1782 was clearly in full force when a Boston newspaper 
reported on their Feast of St. John celebration. By 1787, Prince Hall had an 
official mason charter for the African Lodge. The organization provided 
an umbrella under which black men could meet in common benefit. In 
addition, it provided an paternalistic association of men to protect their 
community. While black wom en had no role in the organization, the 
Masons would aid widows and children in need.141
Hall saw himself as a local leader and took actions on behalf of his 
community, again using a technique rooted in slavery, the petition. By
1979), 87; John Daniels, In Freedom's Birthplace The American Negro: His History and 
Literature (New York: Am o Press and the New York Times, 1969)23-25; George A. Levesque, 
Black Boston: African American Life and Culture in Urban America, 1750-1860 (New York: 
Garland Publishing, 1994), 239-240.
139White, "'It Was a Proud Day/" 16, 35.
140Kaplan, The Black Presence, 181.
141Kaplan, The Black Presence, 181-183.
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the late eighteenth century, Hall had become frustrated with the 
government of Massachusetts, so he petitioned hoping to change the 
situation for his fellow black citizens of Massachusetts. The petition 
requested aid so that all African Americans in Massachusetts could return 
to Africa. He expressed his frustration fairly clearly, "but w e yet find 
ourselves, in many respects, in very disagreeable and disadvantageous 
circumstances." He felt in Africa that he and other African Americans 
could "live among our equals" and "may have a prospect of usefulness to 
our brethern there."142 The House of Representatives buried the petition 
in committee.
In addition to those requests to settle Africa, the black men of 
Massachusetts continued to petition for remedies to the "disagreeable and 
disadvantageous circumstances" under which they lived. One early 
"disadvantageous circumstance" for African men was their inability to 
vote. Capt. Paul Cuffe and six other men "Chiefly of the African Extract" 
petitioned in 1780 to complain that they had to pay taxes, yet were "not 
allowed the Privilege of freemen of the State having no vote or Influence 
in the Election of those that Tax us."143 Town authorities agreed and 
allowed Cuffee and his fellow petitioners to vote, yet most African 
American men did not begin to vote until the adoption of the 1790 Body 
of Liberties.144 Another petition signed by Prince Hall in 1787, echoed the 
pleas of Paul Cuffe's request for the vote. In the 1787 petition, Hall also 
complained that as tax-paying citizens, they had "the right to enjoy the
142As quoted in Kaplan, The Black Presence, 186.
143Kaplan, The Black Presence, 129, 133.
144John Daniels, In Freedom's Birthplace, 24.
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privileges of free men" including the "benefit from the free schools in the 
town of Boston."145
One other petition deserves mention, the only petition during the 
Revolutionary Era written by a woman, "Belinda an Affrican." Although 
women rarely petitioned the Legislature, Belinda's act was not so different 
from that of Jenny Slew or Mum Bett, for Belinda acted alone and asked 
for personal consideration. Belinda was an elderly woman enslaved by 
Isaac Royall who freed her in the early 1780's. As an elderly woman, she 
could no longer work and abolition had allowed Royall to abandon her at 
a time when she could no longer support herself. Her 1783 petition to the 
general court recounted that she had suffered a long life of hardship and 
had provided fifty years of service but by "the Laws of the Land, is denied
v
the enjoyment of one morsel of that wealth, a part whereof hath been 
accumulated by her own industry." Thus, she requested an allowance 
from the estate of Isaac Royall to support herself and her infirm daughter. 
No record exists of a response from the general court.146
While records do not reflect a tradition of black women, like 
Belinda, petitioning during slavery, the freedom suits were a precursor to 
the acts of freedwoman Lucy Terry Prince in the courtroom. Born in 
Africa and sold to a Deerfield, Massachusetts judge, Prince made several 
pleas to Vermont and Massachusetts authorities to protect her family. The 
first move that she and her fiance made to ensure a strong family was to 
free themselves. In 1756 Lucy Terry's fiance, Abijah Prince, paid for her 
freedom. After they married, Abijah Prince bought a house and was given 
land in Guilford, Vermont. Later, Abijah would found the town of
145Kaplan, The Black Presence, 189.
146Kaplan, The Black Presence, 214-215.
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Sunderland with sixty-four other men and acquire more land there. After 
originally settling in Guilford, Vermont, Lucy Prince defended her family 
using legal means several times. Lucy fought for her family's safety, land, 
and education in court. When posed with a problem, Lucy Prince looked 
to legal authority to mediate. But rather than entering the more formal 
courtrooms, she chose to take advantage of informal routes to justice, 
meaning that she tried other means than a formal suit to achieve her 
goals. For example, she could seek a personal appearance with a judge or 
governor rather than filing a suit with the county courthouse. Perhaps 
informal pleas to justices and governors by a married woman, a widow ed  
woman, or a black person were less threatening to these authorities.147
To defend her family from harassment by a neighbor, John Noyes, 
Lucy Prince sought protection from the governor. It seems that Lucy and 
Abijah suspected that their neighbor, John Noyes set fire to their "hay 
ricks" and had torn down their fences, because he thought that the Princes 
had possession of some of his land.148 Fearing more serious retribution, 
Lucy and Abijah chose to go to the Governor for help.149 But Lucy Prince 
made the trip alone for unknown reasons.150 Perhaps Abijah, being 79 
years old, was too feeble to attend.151 As she stood before Governor 
Chittenden, State Supreme Court Justice Paul Spooner, Judge Moses 
Robinson, Peter Olcott, Benjamin Emons, Thomas Moredock, John
147Linda Kerber. Women of the Republic: Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary 
America. (Chapel Hill, N.C.: Published for the Institute of Early American History and 
Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia, by the University of North Carolina Press, 1980.
148Sheldon, Official History o f Guilford, 145; Records of the Governor and Council of 
the State o f Vermont Volume III (Montpelier, VT: Steam Press of J. & J.M. Poland, 1875) June 
7,1785, 67.
149Sheldon, Official H istory o f Guilford, 145.
150Recards of the Governor and Council of Vermont, p. 67.
151David R. Proper. "Lucy Terry Prince: 'Singer of History'" Contributions in Black 
Studies, 9 (1990-1992), 196
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Throop and Ira Allen, she requested protection for her family.152 They 
listened to her plea and verified her story with "others." Perhaps the 
Guilford representatives to the Assembly who met across the street 
concurred with her rendering of the events. The governor and council 
obliged after making "due enquiry" that the "Town Take some due 
Methods to protect said Abijah, Lucy & family.”153 Her victory and plea 
for protection was successful, and her family's safety was assured for a 
w hile.
After Abijah died, in 1794, her neighbor, Eli Browns on, in 
Sunderland disputed her land title and supposedly sued her.154 While 
Abijah was alive, Lucy and Abijah lived in Guilford. However, their land 
in Sunderland did not lay unused. They cultivated their Sunderland land 
and their son, Caesar, lived there throughout his adulthood.155 Their 
claim to the land, as was with every piece of land in Vermont, was not 
clear-cut. N ew  York, N ew  Hampshire, and Vermont all issued grants on 
land that caused confusion over the proper rights to such property. To 
resolve these disputes, (Resolution of these disputes was called 
"quieting.") Vermont Governor Chittenden passed the "Quieting Act" on 
June 17th, 1785. This act dictated that if both sides have titles, the party of 
the dispute who had improved the land should have title to it and that 
the other party should be entitled to some compensation.156 The act did
l52Records of the Governor and Council of Vermont, 6 6 .
153Records of the Governor and Council of Vermont, 6 6 .
154The following rendition of this story is the one first printed in Gilbert Holland's 
H istory of Western Massachusetts that was continuously retold, slightly elaborated over 
the years. The most commonly cited version of the story is from George Sheldon's History o f 
Deerfield Massachusetts, for this paragraph, I w ill primarily focus on this rendition.
155Sheldon, Official H istory of Guilford, p. 146; Sheldon, History o f Deerfield, 899-
900.
l56State Papers o f Vermont Volume XIV, Laws o f Vermont, 1785-1791, (Montpelier, 
VT: The Secretary of State, 1918)p. 17-20; Sheldon, H istory o f Deerfield, 900; "U.S. Circuit
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not always successfully resolve disputes. Therefore, as a dispute between 
states, federal court had to settle Eli Brownson's suit against Lucy Terry.157 
According to the traditional spin on the story, Supreme Court Justice 
Samuel Chase, in Vermont in 1796 as a US Circuit Court judge, presided 
over the case.158 The story goes that Brownson hired Royall Tyler and 
Stephen Bradley who were top lawyers in Vermont. Isaac Tichenor who 
would be governor in a year agreed to defend Lucy Prince. However, 
instead of allowing Isaac Tichenor to defend her, Prince offered her own 
defense. She won and also received high praise from Samuel Chase. 
"Lucy made a better argument," Justice Chase said, "than he had heard 
from any lawyer at the Vermont bar."159
While the above story is the one most popularly told, a review of 
sources on the case contradict this rendition. Court dockets of the US 
Circuit Court do have Justice Samuel Chase appearing in Vermont in 
1796, a very likely time for this case to happen. But the case described 
above was not listed in the docket. In addition, Eli Brownson's account 
books do not list any legal expenses in the entire year.160
Let me propose an alternate explanation, for it seems unlikely that 
the entire story is fiction. I would suggest that it is likely that Lucy Terry 
Prince, Justice Samuel Chase, Eli Brownson, Isaac Tichenor, Royall Tyler, 
and Stephen Bradley met. Perhaps they met informally, agreeing that 
Justice Chase, who happened to be in the state would settle the case. Isaac
Court Docket, 1793-1797" Records of the United States Circuit Court for the District of 
Vermont in Katz/ Prince Collection, Schomberg Center for Research in Black Culture, Reel 
2 .
157Sheldon, H istory o f Deerfield, 900.
158l/S Circuit Court Docket 1796 in Katz/Prince Collection.
159Sheldon, H istory o f Deerfield, 900.
160"Bemard Katz to John McCabe" Katz/Prince Collection.
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Tichenor probably represented and introduced Lucy to Justice Chase and 
Tyler and Bradley probably served as defenders on Brownson's behalf. In a 
recent paper, historian Deborah Rosen described women in N ew  York 
using informal avenues to settle disputes when the legal system of New  
York became too complicated and expensive.161 Women would go to men 
of authority like governors, mayors, and judges to settle their disputes. 
Lucy Prince seemed to venture down these informal avenues of justice by 
going to the governor or Justice Chase rather than undertaking the risk of 
being denied access to court as a black woman or the rising costs of 
litigation and suing her adversary. 162
Lucy Terry Prince's last effort to defend her family failed. Lucy 
probably saw it as her duty to her son to acquire a good education for him. 
In N ew  England, a college education molded young minds. When 
Williams college opened in 1793, only 30 miles from their Sunderland, 
Vermont home, her son applied to attend.163 The college turned him 
down because he was of African-descent. Lucy Prince would not let this 
issue go untried. She appeared before the trustees to plead his case. For 
three hours she argued for his right to be educated at the college. Her 
arguments drew from law and scripture. Despite her sophisticated oratory, 
Williams College still rejected her son. While her plea to Williams 
College did not take place in court, her actions were legal in nature. The 
board of trustees was a governing body for the college. She obtained an
161 Deborah A. Rosen, "Changing Legal Culture in New York: Commercial Calues, 
Ethnicity and Gender in the Emerging M odem Legal System" presented at the Annual 
Meeting of the Law and Society Association, Phoenix, AZ (June, 1994). Thanks to Prof. 
Sharon Block for a copy of this paper.
162David R. Proper. "Lucy Terry Prince, 200-201,
163John F. Ohles and Shirley M. Ohles, Private Colleges and Universities Volume 
II. (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1982), 1407.
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appearance before the board, used law as a tool to defend her son's case, 
and a decision was made. Like her appearance before Governor 
Chittenden, and perhaps before Justice Chase, rather than suing her 
adversaries, Lucy Prince chose to plea to an authority figure who could 
possibly bring her justice. "Law" does not reside only in courtrooms, 
statute books, or law schools, it can be conceived of as any forum where 
disputes are settled by an authority that when both parties feel is 
legitimate. For example, some plantation masters in the South would  
hold "court" to settle disputes between slaves.164 Lucy Prince recognized 
that she could go outside of the court system to solve her problems in a 
legal fashion. Unfortunately, even with a broadened definition of the law, 
she still lost. The racism of the Williams board overcame her skilled 
oratory.165
While black men continued to have access to public space, their 
dream of first-class citizenship faded. Prince Hall, for instance, seemed to 
lose hope that he could become an equal citizen. One particular rejection 
from the state fueled his disillusionment. In 1786, Prince Hall 
volunteered 700 black men to aid the state in quashing Shay's rebellion.166 
He wrote to Governor Bowdoin that "we...are willing to help and support, 
as far as our weak and feeble abilities may become necessary in this time of 
trouble and confusion, as you in your wisdom shall direct us."167 Bowdoin 
rejected Hall's offer. Hall must have been frustrated by the Governor's 
refusal. As a man, then, trying to assure full citizenship rights for himself
164 Eric Foner, Reconstruction: America's Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 (New  
York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1988), 58-59.
165Vermont Gazeteer (Brandon, VT: Mrs. Carrie E.H. Pope, 1891), Volume 5, Part 3, 
79; Sheldon, Official H istory o f Guilford, 900.
1 6 6 7 0 0  men was a i0t more men than were members of the Lodge.
167As quoted in Kaplan, The Black Presence, 185.
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and his people, the refusal of Hall's request was a slap in the face. He 
offered troops to defend their state, and the governor rejected them. In 
1800, the state would again show its distaste for African Americans when  
state authorities sought to force some black men and wom en out of the 
state. Fearing that the abolition of slavery in the state made it attractive 
for runaway slaves, the General Court passed a law to expel suspected 
runaways from the state. In response to this legislation, police ran ads in 
the Massachusetts Mercury warning about 200 black men and women to 
"depart out of this Commonwealth."168
In addition, on Monday, June 2, 1817, a large explosion in Boston 
Harbor signaled the end of an event dedicated to black male 
empowerment — the Black Election Day. William Read, a black steward 
on the Canton-Packet, blew up the ship when his captain rejected his 
request to go ashore and join the Black Election Day festivities. Read died 
in the explosion. The explosion resulted in a barrage of white criticism on 
the event and very few  election days would follow. With the elimination 
of Black Election Days, black men lost the tradition of electing their own  
leaders, from their community. It was also a unifying experience for men 
and women, for women and children of Boston, Lynn, or North 
Bridgwater also attended and would miss the celebration of African unity.
By the 1830's, black political activity in Massachusetts had greatly 
changed. Boston became the center of the abolition (of Southern Slavery) 
movement. Black men and women became involved in the push to end 
slavery throughout the nation. It is possible that this flurry of activity by 
black and white citizens of Massachusetts roots itself in the tradition of
168Moore, Notes on Slavery, 230-231.
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political public protest begun by enslaved men and women.
Massachusetts' blacks' acts of resistance, in public, rather than the 
quotidian or violent acts in the master's home, resulted in not only the 
end of slavery, but also the formation of a strong black culture and 
community which looked to their "African" heritage to differentiate 
themselves from a hypocritical European culture which enslaved them. 
The African American culture created during the first 160 years of African 
presence in Massachusetts would continue to mediate between an African 
past and its European influence. Moreover, although many later 
movements would focus on men, the courtroom assault begun by 
Elizabeth Freeman, Quock Walker, Jenny Slew, Caesar Hendrick, Lucy 
Prince, and others would proceed and would continue to offer the most 
effective tool for change that African Americans have.
81
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